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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 

1-1 . Purpose and Scope 

a. This manual provides doctrinal guidance in 
combat flame operations. It includes informa
tion pertaining to principles of employment of 
flame; ground flame operations, air flame oper
ations, flame fuels, flame field expedients, flame 
equipment, and defense against flame. 

b. The content of this manual is applicable to 
nuclear and nonnuclear warfare, internal de
fense and internal development operations, and 
operations by Special Forces. 

c. The term "infantry," as used throughout 
the manual, applies to all types of infantry 
battalions-infantry, airborne infantry, 
mechanized infantry, airmobile infantry, and 
light infantry. The term "artillery," as used in 
the manual, refers to field artillery unless 
otherwise stated. 

1-2. Recommended Changes and Comments 

Users of this manual are encouraged to submit 
recommended changes and comments to im
prove the manual. Comments should be keyed to 
the specific page, paragraph, and line of the text 
in which the change is recommended. Reasons 
will be provided for each comment to insure un
derstanding and complete evaluation. Com
ments should be prepared using DA Form 2028 
(Recommended Changes to Publications and 
Blank Forms) and forwarded direct to the 
Commandant, US Army Engineer School, Fort 
Belvoir, Virginia 22060. · 

1-3. Effects of Flame 

Flame is a valuable close combat weapon that 
produces burns, oxygen depletion, and 
psychological impact. Since man fears flame, it 
is used to demoralize troops and reduce posi
tions that have resisted other forms of attack. 
Flame produces the following effects: 

a. Casualty. Casualties result from: (1) 
burns-thickened fuel sticks to the clothing and 
skin, burns with intense heat, and the burning 
fuel is.extremely difficult to extinguish; (2) inha
lation of:flame, hot gases, and carbon monoxide; 
(3) suffocation; and (4) shock. 

b. Psychological. The psychological impact is 
probably one of the greatest effects of flame. In 
many cases, def ending personnel will leave 
well-prepared positions and risk exposure to 
other weapons or capture. In other cases, the 
enemy is forced to withdraw from firing posi
tions during the effective period of the flame 
attack. This withdrawal permits friendly forces 
to close in before the enemy reoccupies his firing 
positions. 

c. Splatter. Flame can be used to reach 
around corners through the splattering and 
ricochet action of the thickened fuel on adjacent 
surfaces. The splattering action of the thick
ened fuel spreads the flame over an area in con
trast to the point effects of nonfragmenting 
small arms ammunition. 

d. Incendiary. Flame will ignite combustible 
materials to cause additional problems for de
fending personnel. Flame weapons can be used 
to ignite clothing, tentage, wires, petroleum 
products, buildings of light construction, light 
vegetation, munitions, and other combustible 
material. 

e. Battlefield Illumination and Signaling. 
Controlled, slower burning flame field expe
dients can be u'sed for close-in battlefield illumi
nation and signaling. These devices can be made 
to vary in illumination time from a few minutes 
to hours. 

f. Smoke. The burning fuel from flamethrow
ers and flame field expedients produces a dense 
black· smoke that can reduce battlefield visibil
ity appreciably. Smoke from ignited material 
can prolong this condition. This black smoke 
may attract the enemy's attention to the flame 
attact and invite counterfire. To minimize any 
hindrance to friendly operations, the presence 
of this smoke must be anticipated when plan
ning operations in which flamethrowers or 
name field expedients will be used. 

1-4. Flame Weapons 

a. General. The flame weapons available are 
the M202 rocket launcher and the mechanized 
and portable flamethrowers. 
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:•b. M202 Rocket Launcher. This standard 
~~apon fires a rocket warhead containing 
pyrophoric fuel-a fuel that ignites spontane
oqsly on exposure to air. Since exposure occurs 
on impact, no fuel is wasted by burning enroute 
to the target. This weapon has a greater range 
than either portable or mechanized flamet
hrowers, and can be used in most areas in which 
flamethrowers are used. Ammunition (M74 roc
ket clip) is available as a class V item of supply. 

c. Mechanized and Portable Flamethrowers. 
These flame . weapons deliver burning fuel on 
the target. Two types of fuel are available for 
tl~:ese weapons: thickened and unthickened. A 
tnjckening agent is currently available as a 
class V item of supply. Thickened fuel gives gre-

ater range and accuracy because it is projected 
as a rod (fig 1-l). The thickened fuel sticks to the 
target and burns with intense heat. Unthick
ened fuel burns more rapidly in the air to pro
duce a billowing effect (fig 1-2). When unthick
ened fuel is used in the portable flamethrower, 
its range is about one-half that of thickened 
fuel. Thickened fuel is normally used in the 
mechanized flamethrower. Since it will penet
rate small openings, thickened fuel is more ef
fective than unthickened fuel against inclosed 
fortifications. Unthickened fuel can be used ef
fectively to ignite combustible material, such as 
dry vegetation, and to produce casualties when 
used against fortifications where the openings 
are large enough for the billowing fuelto enter. 

Figure 1-1. Firing with thickenedfuel. 

Figure 1-2. Firing with unthickened fuel. 

1-2 
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1-5. Targets for Flame Attack 
a. General. In selecting targets for·flame at

tack, consideration must be given tothl.type of 
· flame weapon available and, in· the case of the 
flamethrower, the appropriate fuel for the type 
of target to be attacked. Table 1-1 shows targets 
suitable forflame attack and the expected eff ec
ti veness of flame weapons and fuel for firing 
against specific targets .. 

b. Fortifications. Flame is particularly effec
tive in the attack of personnel in shelters such 
as fortifications. Its effectiveness depends on 
the size, number and type of apertures, and con
struction of the fortification. A small fortifica
tion may be entirely reduced, but a fortification 
with more than one internal compartment usu
ally affords comparative safety to the occupants 
of internal compartments. The flame fuel must 
actually penetrate a fortification for maximum 
results. More fuel is required to cause casualties 
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among personnel in well-ventilated fortifica
tions than iti poorly ventilated ones of the same 
size. Casualties in fortifications may result from 
suffocation because of the consumption of Bx
ygen from the air by the flame or from actdal 
burns ofthe individuals. 

c. Other Targets. 
(1) Personnel in open foxholes are vulnera:. 

ble to flame and must abandon their positions ·0:r 
run the risk of becoming casualties. UnthMk
ened fuel P,laced on an .open foxhole will engulf 
the occupants in a billowing mass of flame; thic
kened and pyrophoric fuel will tend to stick. to 
the clothing and skin of the occupants and the 
area, forcing the occupants to abandon the posi
tion or stay and be burned by the flaming fuel. 

(2) Occupants of built-up areas can be 
forced to abandon their positions or become 
casualties, either from contact with the burning 
fuel or from fires caused by ignition of combus
tible materials such as wooden buildings. 

*Table 1-1. Flame Targets and Selection of Flame Weapons and Fuel for Firing Against Specific Targets 

Target 

Pillboxes, bunkers, covered foxholes, and fortifica
tions having small gun ports: 

Thickened fuel 

Flamethrower 

Unthickened fuel 2 M202 Rocket Launcher 

Ventilated----------------------'------------ Excellent ----------- Poor---------------- Excellent 
Poorly ventilated ____________________________ Excellent ----------'- Excellent ----------- Excellent 

Enemy personnel in open foxholes, trenches _______ Good----'------------ Excellent -------'-'-:--- Good 
Enemy personnel in built-up areas --------------- Excellent ___________ Excellent __________ .:.. Excellent 
Armored vehicles: 

Open ports, hatches ------------------,------- Excellent ----------- Good ________________ No data available 
Engine air intake ports ------------:----------- Poor---------------- Good ________________ No data available 
Buttoned up and mobile ----------~--------'-- Poor---------------- Good ________________ No data available 

Supplies, all types, general_ ______________________ Good _______ '-'""------- Poor---------------- Good 
Unarmored vehicles: 

Carrying personnel-------------------------- Good ________________ Excellent ----------- Excellent 
Unoccupied _____________________________ "" _ -'- Good ____________ -.,.-_ Poor __ .:.. _________ .., _ _ _ Poor 

Gun positions _______________________________ .:.. ___ Good ________________ Good _________ .,.--____ Good 
Wires and cables ________________________________ Good ________ ..; _______ Good ________________ Good 
Small arms ammunition------------------------- Good ________________ Good ________________ Good 
Suspected enemy positions _______________________ Excellent·------'------ Excellent ----------- Good to excellent 
Sampans and similar watercraft_ _________________ Excellent '------'----- Poor---------------- Good to excellent 

1 Selection of flame fuel is based on judgment factors, whichever is applicable. 
2 Decreased range of unthickened fuel must be considered. 

(3) Personnel concealed in vegetation can 
be forced to abandon their. positions or become 
casualties. 

(4) Personnel in armored vehicles may be
come casualties if the burning fuel penetrates 
the occupied compartments of the vehicles un
less they abandon the vehicles. Armored vehi
cles that are buttoned up and moving are not 
good targets for flame, since the burning fuel 
must penetrate the openings of the vehicles to 
be effective and burning fuel will not ignite the 

tracks of moving armored vehicles. Incendiary 
devices attached to or penetrating the openings 
of armored vehicles can be effective in disabling 
the vehicles. 

! 

(5) Personnel in unarmored vehicles will 
become casualties or be forced to abandon· the 
vehicles if flaming fuel is placed in them, since 
any combustible material in or a part of the 
vehicles may be ignited or damaged. 

(6) Gun positions may become untenable if 
hit with burning fuel or incendiary material; 
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occupants may become casualties and weapons 
and ammunition may be damaged. 

(7) Wires and cables that are covered with 
combustible material may rre damaged by igni
tion of the coverings from burning flame fuel or 
fires from flame or incendiary devices. 

(8) Small arms ammunition may be de
stroyed by use of flame fuels ai:id/or incendiary 
devices. 

(9) General supplies that are combustible 
may be destroyed or damaged by flame fuels. 
Noncombustible supplies can be damaged or de
stroyed by incendiary devices or by secondary 
fires from combustible materials; for example, 
supplies stored in a wooden building would be 
damaged by fires that destroyed the building. 

d. Effects of Weather on Flame ·. Fuels and 
Weapons. 

*(1) Wind affects the range and accuracy of 
flamethrowers. A crosswind tends to break up 
the fuel and decrease the range. A headwind 
has a similar effect. Most effective results are 
obtained when the air is calm or when the air 
movement provides a tailwind and increases the 
range. Whenever possible, flamethrowers 
should be positioned to take advantage of this 
tailwind. Wind has no effect on the range and 
accuracy of the M202 rocket launcher. 

(2) Rain has little effect on flame fuel in 
flight. Flame fuel will float and burn on water. 
The incendiary effect is less on damp material 
than on dry material. 

(3) Snow has little effect on flame fuel in 
flight. However, snow tends to smother flame 
reducing its incendiary effects in the target 
area. 

(4) High temperatures tend to increase the 
fuel's incendiary action. Flame fuels in high 
temperatures may have to be thickened so that 
they do not ·burn excessively in flight to the 
target. Low temperatures decrease the incen
diary action and more fuel may be required to 
ignite combus,tible materials. Additionally at 
low temperatures, flame fuel may have to be 
mhde less thickto insure ·ignition~ and· the port;. 
able flamethrower may require more than one 
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match charge to ignite the fuel. Fuels may re
quire peptizers during mixing to hasten gelling 
in cold weather. At extremely low tempera
tures, difficulties arise that can limit the effi
cient functioning of the weapon and fuels. 
Specific precautions and procedures must be fol
lowed in fuel selection, -preparation, storage, 
and firing. In operation, servicing, and storage 
of the· portable flamethrower during extremely 
low temperatures, consideration must be given 
to-

(a) Increased brittleness of metal and 
rubber components (such as the safety head' and 
rubber diaphragm of the pressure regulator). 

(b) Freezing of moisture condensation in 
pressure regulator and needle valve assembly. 

1-6. Destruction To Prevent Enemy Use 

a. General. Materiel subject to capture or 
abandonment in a combat zone (except medical) 
is destroyed by the using unit only when, in the 
judgement of the military commander con
cerned, destruction is necessary to keep the 
materiel from falling into enemy hands. 

b. Destruction Procedures. Emergency de
struction procedures for fuel, ingredients, and 
flame weapons are given below. Detailed 
methods of equipment destruction are pre
sented in appropriate technical manuals and 
bulletins pertaining to specific items of equip
ment. 

(1) Flammable fuels or lubricants may be 
destroyed by burning or pouring on the ground.· 

(2) Thickeners may be destroyed by opening 
the containers and either dumping the contents 
into water or fire or spreading the contents on 
the ground. 

(3) Portable and mechanized flamethrow
ers should be destroyed by smashing, burning, 
puncturing pressure-released (blown) fuel con
tainers, and cutting lines and hoses, by using 
incendiary grenades~ 

*(4) M202 rocket launchers and M74 rocket 
clips-should he ·destroyed ····by··· burning; ·demoli• 
tion, gunfire, or disposal. 
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CHAPTER 2 
GROUND FLAME OPERATIONS 

2-1. Principles of Ground Flame Employment 

a. General. Ground flame weapons/munitions 
are employed for both antipersonnel and an
timateriel effects. This principal use in offensive 
operations is to reduce fortifications, suppress 
fire, and produce casualties or expose enemy 
personnel to the fire of other weapons. In def en
sive operations they are used to complement 
other weapons in fire plans. They can be used in 
stability operations to destroy buildings and 
equipment, clear tunnels, destroy food, clear 
light vegetation, counter ambushes, illuminate 
defensive areas, warn of enemy approach, and 
restrict enemy use of trails and paths. 

•b. Tactics. Flame assumes great importance 
in ground warfare against an enemy whose tac
tics place emphasis on mass in the attack and 
stubborn, unyielding resistance in the defense. 
Even in relatively fluid, rapidly changing situa
tions, an enemy may be able to establish excel
lent defensive fortifications, the reduction of 
which will require increased use of flame. Flame 
weapon tactics conform in general to basic in
fantry and armored principles of fire and man
euver. The tactical use of flame weapons in con
ventional attacks depends on the effective ap
plication of the principles of employment pecul
iar to the type of weapon being used. Employ
ment techniques are different for each type of 
flame weapon because the characteristics of the 
weapons are different. Both portable and 
mechanized flamethrowers, though mainly at
tack weapons, can be used in the defense. The 
mechanized flamethrower is more effective 
than the portable flamethrower in defensive 
situations because of its greater range. Flame 
field expedients are used primarily in the de
fense. The M202 rocket launcher can be used in 
both offensive and defensive roles because of its 
light weight, great range, and minimal service 
requirement. The decision to use flamethrow
ers, flame field expedients, or rocket launchers 
is based upon their availability and comparative 
effectiveness for the particular mission. In 
planning the attack, the commander considers 
the use of flame as a part of his plan for fire 

support. Defensively, flame weapons may +be 
used in the coordinated plan for fires and in 
support of the counterattack. Flame can often 
be used to blunt and disrupt mass enemy at
tacks, but the disadvantages of flame in both 
defensive and offensive operations must be con~ 
sidered. Careful planning and coordination are 
needed for maximum benefit from the use of 
flame in the attack or defense. 

c. Ground Flame Munitions and Equipment. 
Portable flamethrowers, mechanized flamet
hrowers, flame ·field expedients, and rocket 

. launchers can be used to provide flame support 
in the offense or defense. 

(1) Portable flamethrowers are TOE 
equipment of the infantry battalion. The:Se 
weapons are used by infantrymen trained to fire 
them as a secondary weapon. Two men per rifle 
squad should fire for qualification, and the ir;e
maining men should fire for familiarization. S~e 
appendix B for familiarization and qualifica
tion firing courses. 

(2) The main armament for the Army sbtn
dard mechanized flamethrower is the MlQ--8 
flame unit. This flame weapon system is 
mounted in a modified M113A1 armored Pier
sonnel carrier (APC) to produce the M132A1 
self-propelled flamethrower. Another meeh
anized flamethrower, presently used by the 
Marine Corps, is the M67 Al flame tank. This 
flame weapon system consists of the M7 Al-6 
main armament mechanized flamethrower 
mounted in a modified M48A2 main battle tank. 
Mechanized flamethrowers are manned by per
sonnel speeially trained to operate them ~s a 
primary duty. The crewmen must be capable·. of 
firing flame guns and machineg4-ns as well \.as 
driving the vehicle. See appendix C (or 
mechanized flame gunnery courses. 

(3) Servicing portable and mechanized 
flamethrowers includes pressurizing the pres
sure containers and fillin.g the fuel tanks. Both 
types of flamethrowers are serviced with 
truck-mounted or tracked-vehicle mounted ser
vice units. Portable flamethrowers also can be 
pressurized with portable compressors. 

2-1 
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(4) Infantrymen are trained in the con
struction installation, and use of flame field ex-' . pedients. As a general rule,1 at least one man m 
each squad should receive specialized training 
on flame field expedients. 

*(5) The M202. rocket launcher is au
thorized on· the same basis as the portable 
·flamethrower. At least two men in each platoon 
authorized the rocket launcher should be 
trained to fire the weapon. Servicing requires 
normal operator maintenance and resupply of 
ammunition. 

(6) In addition to the flame munitions dis
cussed above, incendiary gren~des can be used 
to damage or destroy materiel and to' ignite the 
flame fuel of flame field expedients. 

2-2. Use of Flame in the Offense 
a. General. Flame has many qualifications as 

an offensive assault weapon. It demoralizes, 
produces casualties, and ignites combustible 
material; and it has good searching capability 
through its splattering action. When comJ>ined 
with infantry, tanks, and supporting fires, flame 
contributes greatly to the accomplishment of 
the mission. It is particularly effective when 
combined with infantry fires during the last 
stages of the assault. Flame weapons can ·be 
decisive against an enemy lacking any tank or 
fire support other than automatic weapons. ,The 
limitations of the portable flamethrower stem 
·directly from its range, fuel capacity, and 
weight. Terrain may limit the use of 
mechanized flamethrowers and rocket laun
chers. The doctrine prescribed in FM 7-10 for 
the offense and defense is applicable to flame 
weapons. 

b.· Attack Planning. Plans should be as simple 
and direct as possible. The following basic prin
ciples of employment are applicable ih planning 
for the use of flame weapons in the attack: 

*(1) Organization. As assault weapons, 
flamethrowers and M202 rocket launchers rriust 
be readily available to the unit requiring them. 
In daylight attacks, flame teams may be formed 
by using either the portable flamethrower or 
the rocket launcher within the rifle platoons or 
squads. Mechanized flame sections may be at
tached to battalions or companies. For the team 
to be effective, personnel using these weapons 
must be trained in their capabilities and limita
tions and must be further trained as a part of 
the team. Operations involving the portable 
flamethrower are coordinated at company level. 
Portable flamethrowers must be refueled and 
reserviced at battalion level, where compressors 
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and service kits are available. Rocket launchers 
and sufficient ammunition may be carried by 
the infantry platoons or company or may be 
held in reserve at battalion level. 

(2) Intelligence. Intelligence information, 
such as the size and nature of the objective and 
the terrain and the tenacity and disposition of 
the enemy, enables the commander to deter
mine how much flame and what type of weapon 
he needs to accomplish his mission. 

*(3) Reconnaissance. As with other 
weapons, a proper reconnaissance is a must for 
successful employment of flame weapons. The 
target and any element supporting it must be 
located; a route of approach that offers protec
tion from enemy fire must be selected; and the 
amount of flame required and the need for de
molition and breaching support must be deter
mined. For mechanized flame vehicles, recon
naissance of the path of advance must consider 
mines, obstacles, and the trafficability of soil or 
terrain. Much time can be saved if the comman
der of the supported unit understands the 
characteristics and capabilities of mechanized 
flamethrowers sufficiently well to carry .out a 
preliminary reconnaissance for these vehicles. 
Time can also be saved if the commander of the 
mechanized flamethrowers moves with the for
ward unit commander so that he can complete 
his reconnaissance while the flame vehicles are 
coming up. Normally, the flame vehicles remain 
in reserve until a target is found for them. They 
can be committed to action without a thorough 
reconnaissance, but this risk must be evaluated 
on the basis of the existing situation and the 
necessity for expedited action. The M202 rocket 
launcher can be employed without a thorough 
reconnaissance if the restrictions as to the rear 
danger zone and the minimum safe range are 
observed. 

(4) Isolation of the target. When the recon
naissance is completed and the target is 
selected, it is necessary to isolate the target. 
Since the fire and smoke of the flame weapon 
will attract fire from enemy supporting posi
tions, the area of flame attack should be isolated 
from observation and fire whenever possible. 
This isolation may be accomplished by the use of 
smoke to reduce observation by enemy positions 
most likely to interfere. Artillery and mortars 
can be used to neutraliz·e enemy positions on the 
flanks and in the rear. Small arms .and automa
tic weapons fire can be used to assist in isolation 
of the target. 

(5) Fire support. Because flame weapons 
are primarily close combat weapons, the 
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operator and the weapons are vulnerable to 
many types of enen;iy fire. It is essential that 
adequate supporting fire be provided to neut
ralize any enemy positions that might interfere 
with the flame weapon engaging· the target. 
Rifle, machinegun, tank, mortar, and artillery 
fire can be used to support a flame attack. Pro
visions must be made for lifting the supporting 
fire if necessary as the flamethrower(s) and 
flame teams reach the target. Mechanized 
flamethrowers conduct their final assault with 
the infantry elemen~ to assure mutual support 
between the _flamethrower(s) and infantry ele
ment in overcoming the enemy position. The 
supporting fires must be carefully controlled; 
provisions for radio, pyrotechnic, and other 
means of control must be included in the attack 
plan. Before the attack, riflemen and 
machinegunners are assigned primary and sec
ondary targets of known and suspected enemy 
positions. Mortars and artillery are assigned 
targets. Smoke can be used to screen enemy 
positions that cannot be temporarily neut
ralized by fire, but care must be exercised that 
the smoke does not obscure the target of the 
flamethrower opera t6r. 

(6) Use of sufficient flame. The number of 
flame weapons to be used dep,ends on a number 
of factors; for example, the size and nature of . 
the objective, the terrain, and the morale and 
physical condition of the enemy. Piece meal use 
of flamethrowers should be avoided. The enemy 
should be made to feel that unless he surrenders 
or withdraws i111Jllediately he will be burned to 
death. Within control capabilities for coordina
tion of flame weapons supporting the maneuver 
force, the more flame that can be placed on suit
able targets, the· greater the success of the at
tack. The attack should be pressed boldly. Sup
porting fires must lift or shift as necessary to 
allow flame weapons to close with the enemy. 
These fires should continue on enemy support
ing positions. 

(7) Followup with infantry. The enemy sel
dom fights at his best when he is caught in a 
flame attack. He usually does one of three 
things: surrenders, runs, or hides under cover. 
If he runs before the arrival of the flame, he 
may return to his position when the attack is 
over, even though the flame fuel is still burning 
on the ground. Enemy positions in the flame 
attack area may hold their fire until the flame 
attack is over. It is essential therefore that in
fantry supported by a flame attack follow it . 
closely and quickly before the enemy can reman 
his position or reorganize his defenses. Friendly 
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infantry must and can enter the area while 
flame is still burning on the ground. Troops 
must be given training in following a flame at
tack closely and dashing through flame on the 
ground. Surprise and shock must be exploited to 
the fullest extent. Success in any tactical opera
tion depends largely on the timing and coordi;. 
nation between the flame teams and the unit 
with which they are operating. 

(8) Maneuver forces or fires beyond the ob
jective. Since flame weapons are primarily 
short-range weapons, the enemy may be able to 
withdraw in the face of the flame attack. To 
prevent this withdrawal, provision must be 
made for maneuver forces or fires beyond the 
objective. The maneuver force may consist of an 
infantry unit deployed on the flank. If the man
euver is accomplished in armored carriers, the 
firepower of the vehicles can be used. If the 
vehicles are in position before ,the flame attack, 
they can assist the attack itself. Tanks can also 
be used to provide fires beyond the objective. 
Artillery and mortar fire can be planned and 
used in terrain where .the movement of a man
euver force is not possible. To be effective, the 
maneuver force or fire beyond the objective 
must be ready at the time the flame ·attack be
gins and before the enemy has an opportunity to 
move out of his position. 

*(9) Reorganization and resupply. 
Flamethrowers carry a limited amount of fuel; 
thus plans must be made for resupply and re
fueling. Discharged portable flamethrowers are 
replaced or reserviced at battalion level, where 
control is exercised over organic servicing 

, equipment and additional portable flamethrow
ers from other companies in the battalion. 
Further support and assistance may be pro
vided by brigade or division. After mechanized 
flamethrowers have expended their fuel, they 
are returned rapidly to a predetermined refuel
ing point, which is in the most forward area not 
exposed to direct enemy fire, where they are 
serviced by organic equipment and returned to 
action as soon as possible. Fuel resupply is pro
vided from the division support command. In 
addition to the clip of M74 ammunition loaded in 
an M202 rocket launcher, an assistant gunner 
can carry two extra clips. Resupply of ammuni
tion will be handled through normal class V 
channels. Clips of M74 ammunition can be re
supplied along with other types of ammunition. 

c. Teamwork and Security. Flame teams and 
supported units must· develop perfect team
work. The flame weapon must provide accurate 
direct fire against resistance holding up the 
supported unit. The supported unit must pro-
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vide close-in security for the flame weapon and 
flame team during the approach, attack, _and 
withdrawal. 

*d. Advance Preparations. Portable flame
throwers are normally kept by rifle units in pre
paration for the attack. Mechanized flamet
hrowers are normally kept . in readiness at a 
convenient point in the battalion area until a 
suitable target is encountered. The M202 rocket 
launcher may be held in reserve or employed 
with leading elements. 

e. Rehearsals. Time should be made available 
for rehearsals for flame attack, particularly in a 
stabilized situation. Rehearsals should be con
ducted on ground similar to the terrain to be 

. traversed and against a point resembling the 
objective. If the attack is to be made at night, 
rehearsals should be conducted at night. 

2-3. Preparation for the Attack 
a. General. While units are in the assembly 

area, flame weapons are given a thorough 
equipment check to insure their serviceability. 
In the assembly area, mechanized flame sec
tions normally Join the unit to which they are 
attached. 

b. Orders and Instructions. When flame 
weapons are employed with a maneuver force, 
orders and instructions should include-

(1) Attachment of mechanized flame ele
ments. 

(2) The mission to be accomplished by the 
flame weapons and the method of attack to be 
. used by mechanized flame elements. 

(3) Positive security measures for the 
close-in protection of flame teams. 

(4) The measures to be taken to insure 
rapid and timely resupply. 

(5) The location of the refueling and pres
surizing point. 

(6) Selection of flame fire line. 
(7) Instructions to the assault forces follow

ing. the flame 'weapons. 
c. Troop Leading Procedure. The employment 

of flame weapons with a maneuver force does 
not alter normal troop leading procedures for 
the offense or defense. Aspects applicable to 
combat flame operations follow: 

(1) Tentative plan of attack. The supported 
unit leader will issue a warning order to alert 
attachments as well as his own unit of an im
pending operation. This tentative plan is based 
on information received in the attack order, a 
map reconnaissance, knowledge of similar ter
rain, and an estimate of the situation. It in
cludes the integrated use of flame weapons. 
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(2) Movement of mechanized flame element. 
If the mechanized flame element leader is not \ . ......___/ 
already with the maneuver force, arrangements 
are made for him to join the team in the assem-
bly area. He must be informed of the tentative 
plan of attack as soon as possible. 

(3) Plans for issuing the order. The emp
loyment of flame weapons does not affect ar
rangements for the time and place the attack 
order is to be issued. 

(4) Coordination. If mechanized flame ele
ments are attached, their leaders should be con
tacted immediately so that they can accomplish 
their own necessary steps of the troop leading 
procedure. Plans for the use of flame should be 
exchanged with adjacent unit leaders . 

(5) Reconnaissance. The commander of the 
supported unit plans his reconnaissance with 
the mechanized flame element leader. When 
time permits, they make a joint reconnaissance; 
otherwise, the flame element leader makes a 
separate reconnaissance and submits his. re
commendations for the employment of ·his 
weapons to the supported unit commander be
fore the attack order is issued. 

(6) Other. The other steps of the troop lead
ing procedure (complete plan, issuance of attack 
order, and supervision) remain unaltered. \~ 

2-4. Method of Attack 
*a. Portable flamethrowers are normally 

employed with assault rifle squads or as di
rected in the platoon attack order. The M202 
rocket launcher can be used as an assault 
weapon or as a support weapon. Mechanized 
flamethrowers, like tanks, are normally emp
loyed with infantry, except that they support by 
machine gun fire and flame. Maximum shock ef
fect from the use of mechanized flamethrowers 
can be obtained by assaulting the objective 
while the flame is still burning on the ground. It 
is highly desirable to employ mechanized 
flamethrowers with tanks to provide· tank pro
tection to the flamethrowers and to achieve 
surprise and deception. When the enemy detects 
the mechanized flamethrowers, he will use ail 
available means to neutralize or destroy them 
before they come within effective range. 

b. Mechanized flamethrowers normally flame 
the objective in advance ofthe infantry and are 
used first when both portable and mechanized 
flame weapons are used against the same obj ec-
tive. 

2-5. The Attack 
a. Movement to the Line of Departure. 

/ \~ 



Portable flamethrower gunners may cross the 
\___/ line of departure by any one or any combination 

of the following: 
(1) Stealth during reduced visibility and in

filtrating to the final coordination line. 
(2) Moving under the cover of close-in sup

porting fire. 
(3) Accompanying their squad as part of the 

assault element. 
• b. Conduct of Attack. A venues of approac}\ for 

mechanized flamethrowers must be over firm 
ground and terrain that will facilitate man
euver. They are selected to provide cover and 
concealment from direct fire. Fire superiority in 
the zone of action of the assault flame team is 
gained by intense fire of artillery, mortars, 
flame, and other supporting weapons, combined 
with intelligent,. aggressive maneuver. The 
portable flame gunners ·are normally accom
panied by extra gunners and security person
nel, or obstacle-breaching personnel, or both. 
Portable flamethrowers should be used with the 
maneuver element. The infantry protects the 
flame action by providing fire support and sec
urity. Mechanized flamethrowers can be used as 
part of the base element to provide protective 
fire for the maneuver element. 

c. Control. Control is most reliable when 
flamethrower gunners have been trained in
tegrally with supported units and when action 
is preceded by a thorough reconnaissance and 
detailed planning. Once flaming begins, the 
problem of control is increased because of the 
rapid movement of the mechanized flamet
hrowers and their difficulty in maintaining di
rection and position in relation to one another 
and the supported unit. Reliable radio com
munication between flall).e vehicles themselves 
and between· flame vehicles and the supported 
element is essential for control. 

d. The Assault. The ·mechanized flame attack 
is timed to begin after flame vehicles arrive 
within effective range of the objective, and be
fore supporting fires are lifted or shifted. Flam
ing. begiris--af··a ·pre"determinea·fireiirie.· Before 
and after flaming the target, the flame vehicle 
machine gun should be used to assist in provid
ing assault fire, unless the flame vehicle has 
expended all its flame fuel and needs to return 
to the refueling point for additional fuel. The 
infantry assault follows the mechanized flame 
attack quickly and with constant, a~gressive 
pressure. Portable flamethrowers may assault 
with the rifle squads, assault alone under cover 
of close~in direct fire, or assault by stealth. 

e. Reorganization. 
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(1) Portable flamethrower operators re
main on the objective with the unit to which 
they are attached in order to take part in reor
ganization and consolidation. Empty flamet
hrowers should be replaced immediately (from 
rear to front on a weapon~for-weapon basis) to 
provide for continua ti on of the attack. If time 
and materiel permit, flame field expedients can 
be emplaced to cover likely avenues of approach 
to the position. 

(2) After mechanized flamethrowers have 
expended their flame fuel, they should move to a 
predetermined refueling point and be serviced 
as rapidly as possible. Preplanning the servicing 
of these flamethrowers is a means of insuring 
that they will be ready either to ~ssist in the 
reorganization and consolidation of the objec
tive or to continue the attack. 

2-6. Use of Flame in the Defense 
a. General. 

(1) The use of flame weapons/munitions can 
be a major factor in the successful defense of 
any position. Flame weapons are particularly 
effective in the final stages of the enemy as
s a ult. The short range of flamethrowers, how
ever, restricts their employment and requires 
that they be carefully located to obtain the best 
advantage. The longer range of the rocket 
launcher increases that weapon's flexibility. 
Flame field expedients can be used to partly 
offset the limitations of flamethrowers. 

*(2) The following· flame weapons/ 
munitions can be used in the defense: portable 
and mechanized flamethrowers, M202 rocket 
launchers, and flame field expedients. These 
weapons are integrated into defensive fire plans 
to supplement or reinforce other fires. Defen
.sive flame fire plans may employ flame weapons 
uniformly within unit areas, massed at likely 
avenues of approach against anticipated mas;. 
sed enemy assaults, or may deploy them in re
serve blocking positions ready for use in the 
counterattack. Particular attention is given to 
the resupply or replacement of empty flame 
weaponsfo frisiire sl1sfairiedsupporfforthede·~·· 
fense. 

(3) Flame weapons/munitions are most ef
fective when integrated into the plan for fire 
support and the barrier plan. They are used to 
supplement or reinforce other defensive fires or 
to def end a small sector not covered by other 
weapons. 

b. Planning. The basic considerations of de
fense apply to the use of flame. 

(1) Proper use of terrain. Flamethrowers 
and rocket launchers are located- on key terrain 
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on the perimeter of the rifle platoon defense 
areas. Flame field expedients may be emplaced 
in the gaps between platoons, in approaches to 
the position, or on· key terrain forward of the 
battle position that the def ending force does not 
plan to hold, and in blocking positions in•depth. 

(2) Defense in depth. Because of its limited 
range, tpe portable flamethrower . can best be 
employed on the forward edge of the battle area 
(FEBA); however, flamethrowers organic or at
tached to reserve units remain with those units 
to . provide depth to the flame defense. Flame 
field expedients are placed in likely areas of 
penetration .. The use of these expedients is 
coordinated as outlined in paragraph 6-1. 
Mechanized flamethrowers,· if held in reserve, 
materially assist during the counterattack 
phase. 

(3) Mutual support. Mechanized flame 
weapons should be assigned final protective 
fires that will provide mutual support and· in
crease the duration of flame effects as required. 
Final protective fires for mechanized flame
throwers should be coordinated by the unit 
commander to insure cover of assault ap
proaches to provide a sustained, determined de
fense against massed assaults. Portable flame
throwers, because of their mobility and short 
range, should be prepared to attack and destroy 
enemy penetrations in a company sector. Flame 
field expedients should be emplaced so as to 
provide mutually supporting area coverage 
rather than isolated bursts of flame. These ex
pedients may be used to fill gaps between indi
rect fire targets and to force or canalize enemy 
troops into final protective fires. 

(4) All-round defense. Alternate and sup
plementary positions for flamethrowers aid the 
all-round defense. Flame field expedients may 
be positioned to . protect the flanks and rear of 
the position. 

(5) The fire plan. Flame field expedients can 
be used to supplement the long-range and close 
defensive fires of mortars and artillery. How
ever coordination is required to prevent dupli
cation of effort and destruction of the flame field 
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expedients by friendly fires. All types "of flame 
.weapons can ·be used with the final· protective \~ 
fires and with fires within the battle position to 
limit penetrations and support counterattacks.' 
Flame field expedients can also be used in in
ternal defense operations to counter ambush, 
clear underbrush, illuminate defensive ·areas, 
serve as warning devices,. and inflict casualties 
on the attacking troops. 

(6) Flexibility. Flexibility in the use "Of 
flame weapons is gained by preparing alternate 
and supplementary positions, and by using 
mechanized flame elements. 

c. Reinforcement of Obstacles. Natural and· 
artificial· obstacles can be reinforced or e~
tended by flame weapons. For example, flame 
fuel, which floats and burns on water can be 
used on shallow streams to prevent assaulting 
foot . tro.ops from crossing. Flame field expe~ 
clients ~·an be used as floating flame. devices. 
Flame weapons or expedients must be used 
carefully to avoid damaging mines, prematurely 
detonating other flame devices in protective 
minefields, or destroying camouflage. 

d. Antitank Measures. Armored vehicles can 
often move safely through flame fuel burning on 
the ground if the area is traversed quickly arid 
the flames are not high enough to be sucked ih ·~ 
through vents. However; flame fired directly on 
a tank can neutralize it by obscuring the 
driver's vision, seeping inside through vents, or 
setting the tank on fire. The minimum effect is 
profound fear and decreased efficien<;y of the 
tank crew. Flame field expedients may be lo
cated on probable tank approaches. 

e. Brush and Forest Fires. Flame weapons 
must be used carefully to ·avoid starting brush 
and forest fires that may hinder the defense. 
When it is desirable to start fires deliberately, 
the following factors should be considered: 

(1) Danger to friendl~ troops and installa-
tions. 

(2) Probable effect on enemy operations. 
(3) Effect on friendly observations. 
(4) Effect on future friendly operations. 
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*CHAPTER 3 

CHEMlCAL MECHANIZED FLAME UNITS 

3-1. General 
Chemical mechanized flame units are designed to 
provide mechanized flame support to maneuver ele
ments. This chapter contains a brief discussion of 
the organization, m1ss10n, and capabilities of 
mechanized flame . units. 

a. Available Units. 

(1) Mechanized Flamethrower Team, NA, TOE 
3-500. A section-size team designed to support a 
battalion or equivalent-size force. 

(2) Mechanized Flamethrower Team, NB, TOE 
3-500. A platoon-size team designed to support a 
separate brigade-or d.ivision-size force .. 

(3) Chemical Mechanized Flame Company, TOE 
3-357. This company is designed to support divi
sional and nondivisional units of a corps. 

b. Mission. The mission of the above mechanized 
flame units is to provide specialized flame support to 
supported units. 

c. Support. The section- and platoon'."size teams 
are dependent . upon· the supported unit or other 
nonorganic sources for mess, finance, medical, chap
fain, personnel, administrative, maintenance, and 
supply support. The company-size unit is dependent 
upon .nonorganic sources for finance, personnel, 
administrative, and unit level medical support. 

d. Employment. For maximum effectiveness, 
mechanized flame units should be employed accord
ing to the guidance contained in chapter 4. 

e. Training. Each unit should be trained· with the 
unit it is to support. 

3-2. Mechanized Flamethrower Teams (TOE 
3~500) 

a. Basic Operating Element. The· basic operating 
element of mechanized flame units is the flame sec
tion which is equipped with three mechanized 
flamethrowers and one flamethrower service unit. 

b. Capability. The mission equipment of these cel
lular teams is adaptable to provide additional sup-
port as follows: · 

(1) Fill and pressurize portable flamethrowers. 

(2) Fabricate and fill flame field expedients. 

(3) Decontaminate vital areas by burning. 

( 4) Destroy supplies and materiel by burning. 

(5) Assist in clearing minefields by burning veg
etation. 

c. Equipment. 

(1) Mechanized flamethrower teams are 
equipped with the necessary transportation, com
munications, flame weapons, ·flamethrower service 
units, and other equipment to provide the flame 
support required by the· supported unit to accomplish 
its mission. 

(2) The units are 100 percent mobile with 
organic vehicles. Personnel are authorized weapons 
required for· coordinated defense of the ar~a or 
installation. 

(3) Teams are equipped with FM voice radios to 
provide communications for command and control. of 
their flamethrowers during combat operat:lons and 
for communication with the supported unit. Each 
flamethrower carrier is equipped with a radio set, 
but can also use. visual communications means such 
as pyrotechnic and arm signals. The section'"size 
team is not authorized a telephone, but the platoon
size team is equipped with a telephone set and cable 
to tie in with either the supported unit or the area 
signal system. 

( 4) The section-size team is equipped with three 
mechanized flamethrowers and one flamethrower 
service unit. The platoon-size team is equipped with 
nine mechanized flamethrowers and three 

· flamethrower service units. Each of these teams . is 
equipped with a 600-gallon trailer-mounted gasoline 
tank. The platoon-size team also has a 1,200-gallon 
gasoline tank truck. 

3...::3. Mechanized Flame Company (TOE 
3-357) 

a. Assignment. This company is normally 
assigned to corps, but may also be assigned to 
Headquarters and Headquarters Detachment, 
Chemical Group, TOE 3-32, or to Headquarters and 
Headquarters Detachment, Chemical Smoke 
Generator Battali9n, TOE 3-266. The company, or 
elements thereof, may be attached to an ·infantry, 
airborne, armored, airmobile, or a mechanized infan
try division, or to other combat units. 

b. Capabilities. 

(1) This unit has the capability to provide 
mechanized flame support to maneuver units 
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assigned the task of closing with and destroying 
enemy ·forces, or to reinforce prepared defensive 
positions and barriers by employing mechanized 
flamethrowers in coordination with other weapons 
organic to the supported units. 

(2) The mechanized flame company can provide 
the following additional support, employing organic 
equipment on a priority basis as established by the 
commander of the supported unit. 

(a) Prepare and fill flame field expedients. 

(b) Refuel, pressurize, and service portable 
flamethrowers. 

(c) Decontaminate essential areas by burning. 

(d) Destroy enemy supplies and equipment by 
burning. 

(e) Assist in clearing minefields, landing 
zones, pick-up zones, base camp perimeters, and 
similar areas by burning off vegetation. 

(3) The company can provide smoke support 

Co hq 

Cml mech 
flame co 

Maint pl,t 

Flame pit 
hq Fla me sec 

Figure 3-1. Organization of chemical mechanized flame 
company. 
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when augmented with smoke generators and suit-
able transportation. 

c. Organization. This flame unit consists of a 
headquarters section, a maintenance platoon, and 
four flame platoons (fig 3-1). 

(1) Headquarters section. The headquarters sec
tion is the command element of the company and is 
organized. along conventional lines. The section con
tains the normal facilities for command and control 
of mission and training activities of the company. 
This section has organic mess, supply, communica
tions, and administrative personnel assigned. 

(2) Maintenance platoon. The .maintenance pla
toon performs preventiYe maintenance services and· 
those organizational level re·pairs authorized in perti
nent technical publications. The platoon is organized 
so that a mobile maintenance team can accompany 
each flame platoon to the zone of operation of the 
supported unit, thereby permitting performance of 
organizational maintenance near the area where the 
flamethrowers are employed. 

(3) Flame platoons. Each flame platoon of the 
flame company consists of a flame platoon headquar- · 
ters and three flame sections. The flame platoon 
headquarters exercises command and ·supervision of \~ 
the flame . sections and maintains liaison with the 
supported unit. The flame section, which is equipped 
with three mechanized flamethrowers and one 
flamethrower service unit, is the basic operating 
unit of the company. 

d. Equipment. The mechanized flame company is 
equipped with mechanized flamethrowers, 
flamethrower units, radio and telephone communica
tions equipment, transportation and other equip
ment to accomplish its mission. The unit is 100 per
cent mobile in organic vehicles. Personnel are 
authorized weapons to provide the means of engag
ing in effective coordinated defense of the unit area 
or installation. 
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CHAPTER 4 
MECHANIZED FLAMETHROWERS 

Section I. CHARACTERISTICS 

4-1 . General 

a. The mechanized flamethrower has the 
primary mission of dislodging or destroying per
sonnel in emplacements such as fortified posi
tions, caves, tunnels, underground installa
tions, and buildings that resist assault by other 
weapons. It has a secondary mission of destroy
ing materiel. Mechanized flamethrbwers should 
attack in conjunction with other ground attack 
weapons, which exploit the advantages gained 
by flame and provide the necessary supporting 
fires to these flamethrowers. CoQrdination and 
detailed planning with supported and support
ing arms are of primary importance to the suc
cessful employment of mechanized flamethrow
ers. 

b. The destructive, casualty-producing, and 
shock effects of mechanized flame weapons are 

~ the same as the corresponding effects of other 
flame weapons. However, a flame gun mounted 
in a highly mobile vehicle gives it capabilities 
and limitations different from those of other 
flame weapons and dictates differences in its 
employment. These differences do not alter the 
fact that all flamethrowers are primarily close
range assault support weapons. In the attack, 
mechanized flamethrowers are considered com
plementary, rather than supplementary, to the 
other fire support means available to the 
ground commander and must be integrated into 
the plan for fire support. 

4-2. Mechanized Flame Weapons 

The following mechanized flamethrowers are 
available: 

a. M67A1 Flame Tank (fig 4-1). 
*(1) This is an integral-type mechanized 

flamethrower in which the main armament of 
the M48A2 tank is _replaced by t 1.1e M7 Al-6 
mechanized flamethrower (fig 4-2). This· flame 
tank is used by the Marine Corps. The charac-

teristics of the M7 Al....;6 mechanized flame
thrower are listed below. 

(a) Range __________ 180 to 200 meters. 
(b) Fuel 

capacity _ _: ___ 378 gallons. 

(c) Duration 
·of fire _______ 60 seconds con-

tinuous or a 
number of 

short bursts. 
(d) Mobility _ _.. __ .,. __ ._ Same as that of the. 

M48A2 tank. 
(2) For technical references on the M7 Al-6 

flamethrower, see the TM 3-1040-206-series. 
b. M132A1 Self-Prop~lled Flamethrower (fig 

4;_3). 
(1) This Army standard flamethrower con

sists of flame fuel and air tank units mounted in 
the cargo compartment of anMll3Al APC and 
a flame gun cupola that replaces the 
commander's cupola. A 7.62;;mm machinegun is 
mounted coaxially with the flame gun. The 
Ml0--8 main armament mechanized flame
thrower is permanently installed in the M113Al 
APC. Characteristics of the · M132Al self
propelled flamethrower are as follows: 

(a) Ra,nge ~"""-------- 150 to 170 meters. 
(b) Fuel 

capacity _____ 200 gallons. 
(c) Duration 

of fire _______ 32 seconds continu-
ous or a number 
of short.bursts. 

(d) Mobility ________ Same as that of the 
M113Al armored 
personnel car
rier, amphibious 
and air trans
portable. 

(2) For details on the Ml0-8 flamethrower 
see TM 3"'"".1040-209-12. 
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4-3. Servicing 
Servicing of mechanized flamethrowers is ac
complished by units authorized the M4A2 ser
vice unit (fig 4--4) or the M45 service unit (fig 

4-5). Each servicP, unit contains a 200-gallon fuel 
mixing tank and an air compressor. The com
pressor supplies air at 3,000 pounds per square 
inch for pressurizing mechanized flame-

Figure 4-1. M 67 Al flame tank. 

Figure 4~2. M7A1-6 mechanized flamethrower. 
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Figure 4-3. M132AJ. self-pr.opelled flamethrower. 

throwers and at 2,000 pounds per sq11are inch for 
pressurizing· portable flamethrowers. The service 
units mix thickener with gasoline and pump the 
thickened fuel . into flamethrowers, flame field 
expedients, and (when necessary) firebombs. 
These units are capable of preheating gasoline for 
fuel mixing in cold weather. The M4A2 service 
unit is mounted in the back of a modified 2 1/2-
ton 6x6 truck. The M45 service unit, a standard-B 
item, is mounted on a removable pallet installed 
in the hull of a semiarmored M548 tracked cargo 
carrier. This tracked-vehicle mounted service unit 
provides armor protection, mobility of operation 
over cross-country terrain and improved roads, 
and amphibious operations on lakes and streams. 
In addition, the M45 service unit has two 100-

gallon storage tanks for transporting unthickened 
fuel; this permits a total servieing capacity of 
400 gallons. Refer to TM 3--1040--219~12 for 
additional M4A2 service unit data and to TM 3--
1040--256--12 for additional M45 service unit data. 

4-4. Gunnery Techniques 

Gunnery techniques, training requirements, and 
the gunner's test for the mechanized. flamethrow
er are ~ontained in appendix C. 

4-5. Common Characteristics 

Mechanized flamethrowers have the following 
common characteristics: 
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Figure 4-4. M4A2 truck-mounted flamethrower service unit. 

a. Engine-powered mobility. 

b. Limited armor protection. 

c. Vehicle-mounted communication facilities. 

d. Large flame fuel. capacity. 

e. Long-range flame gun. 

f. Vehicle-mounted means of delivering fire
power, in additionto the flame gun. 

~6. Capabilities 

a. Battlefield Mobility. Because of their en
gine-powered mobility, mechanized flamethrow
ers have good battlefield mobility. They 'are no 
more sensitive to terrain than. are other armored 
vehicles in the infantry-tank team, and the 
mechanized flamethrower operators are less · vul
nerable to artillery and mortar fragmentation and 
small arms fire than are portable flamethrower 
operators. 

b. Battlefield Survival. Their speed, maneu
verability, ability to travel over rough terrain, 
armor protection, integral automatic weapons, 
and flame gun range all provide mechanized 
flamethrowers with the basic necessities for bat
tlefield survival. 

c. Effective Communications. Mechanized flame
throwers have radio communication means that 

facilitate their control within the . infantry-tank 
team. They are also- equipped with visual com
munication means such as pyrotechnics, signaling ~ 
panels, and flag sets. · 

d. Sustained Operation. All ·flame guns have 
a high flame . fuel consumption rate;. but because 
the mechanfaed flamethrower has a greater flame 
fuel capacity than that of the· portable type, it 
can deliver a greater amount of effective flame 
before its tanks must be refilled. Its speed and 
mobility facilitate its reservicing and reemploy
ment. Its capability of sustained operation should 
not be measured in seconds or minutes of con.;. 
tinuous firing, but by the number Of effective 
flame bursts (shots) that it can deliver ( 4 or 5 
bursts of 6 to 8 seconds duration). In other words, 
each flame burst should· be thought of as a round 
of ammunition. 

e. Comparatively Long-Range Flame Delivery. 
The range of the flame gun in a mechanized flame
thrower can be considered long only in comparison 
with the range of a portable flamethrower. Its 
maximum effective range is approximately 150 to 
170 meters. 

f. Shock Action. Any armored fighting vehicle 
has shock-producing capabilities. When these are 
combined with the .psychological impact of flame 
(delivered in conjunctio:q wit.h the fire of the 
vehicle's automatic weapon during supporting 
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Figure 4-5. M45 tracked-vehicle mounted flamethrower service unit. 

airburst .artillery. fires and following prepara t
ory support fires), the shock action of a 
mechanized flame attack can be decisive. 

4-7. Limitations 
a. Limited Range. Although the mechanized 

flame gun has a greater effective range than 
that of a portable flame gun, it still falls in the 
short-range class. ·Further, the trajectory of the 
projected flame fuel is readily influenced by 
wind. These limitations make it necessary that 
the gunner get near his target and allow for 
Wind velocity and direction. To be most effec
tive, a mechanized flamethrower must have fire 
support from other weapons during and before 
the assault so that it can move within flame 
range of its target. (Flame gunners must be 
trained to hold their fire until they are within 
effective range.) 

b. Limited Flame Fuel Capacity. The high 
flame fuel consumption rate of all flamethrow
ers makes the weapon's capacity a critical fac
tor. The larger its capacity, the greater number 
of effective flame bursts it can deliver. Com
manders must consider this factor in their 
planning. This limited fuel capacity is the chief 
reason why mechanized flamethrowers have 
other vehicular-mounted weapons that remove 
them from the single-purpose class and enable 

them to lend additional assault support and to 
protect themselves. It is also another reason 
why they must be supported by other weapons 
so that they can withdraw under covering fires 
in order to refuel and rejoin. the fight. A reser• 
vicing plan that takes advantage of mobility of 
both the flamethrowers and their service units 
is a necessary part of the plan for their tactical 
employment. Flame gunners must be trained to 
use the best type of burst for each ·target en:.. 
gaged. 

c. Sensitivity to Terrain. The battlefield mo
bility of a mechanized flamethrower is one of its 
predominant capabilities. Like all vehicles, a 
mechanized flamethrower is sensitive to ter
rain. Commanders must understand the 
vehicle's mobile capabilities over various ter
rain conditions and, recognizing its limitations, 
turn terrain to th~ir advantage. 

*d. Distinctive Silhouette. The flamethrower 
tank has essentially the same silhouette as that 
of other tanks until the flame gun is fired. In the 
case of the M132Al self-propelled flamethrower, 
the flame gun and coaxial machin~gun project~ 
ing from the cupola make it look distinctly dif
ferent from other APCs, particularly when seen 
from close, lateral ranges. This vehicle will be
come a target as soon as it comes within range 
of enemy weapons, most of which exceed flame 
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gun range. This illustrates the necessity for 
support from the vehicle's other weapon and 
other sources. It also emphasizes the desirabil
ity of employing mechanized flamethrowers in 
mass rather than individually. 

e. ·Vulnerability to Antitank Weapons. This is 
a limitation that is not peculiar to mechanized 
flamethrowers. Just as the individual soldier 
must offset this vulnerability by using his own 

weapons, taking advantage of· cover and 

concealment, and advancing with fire support, '~ 
so must the mechanized flamethrower. This 
vulnerability to antitank weapons is an impor-
tant factor. Obscuring, neutralization, or de
struction of antitank weapons must be planned 
to permit the mechanized flamethrower to ad-
vance within effective range of the target. 

Section II. EMPLOYMENT IN THE OFFENS~ AND DEFENSE 
4-8. Employment in the· Offense 

Mechanized flamethrowers are primarily offen
sive weapons. They can give effective, close fire 
support to an assault force as it closes with the 
enemy. Their offensive capabilities can also be 
exploited effectively in the defense or during a 
retrograde movement when short-range en
gagement of the enemy is necessary to insure a 
successful operatiofl:. Techniques are discussed 
in paragraphs 4-9 through 4-12. 

4-9. Principles of Employment 

General principles of employment are given in 
chapter 2. Those particularly applicable in 
mechanized flame operations are as follows: 

a. Organization. Mechanized flamethrower 
elements participating in an attack should be 
trained with the supported unit. Iftime permits, 
attacks should be rehearsed on terrain similar 
to the terrain for which the attack is planned. 
The rehearsal should employ all or as many of 
the attack-participating troops as possible. If 
time does not permit a rehearsal, troops 
selected should have previously participated in 
a flame attack. Extensive training must be con
ducted to familiarize all participating troops 
with combat flame operations. They must be so 
conditioned that they will not hesitate to follow 
up the flame attack. The success of the attack 
depends on the exploitation by supported 
ground troops. 

b. Reconnaissance. Reconnaissance should be 
as detailed as time and the enemy situation 
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permit. Particular attention should be given to 
natural and artificial obstacles that tend to re
duce the mobility of the flame vehicles. Routes 
are planned for each vehicle. Full advantage 
should be taken of covered routes of approach 
from the line of departure to the objective. 
Should . the terrain fail to afford a covered or 
concealed route of approach, smoke should be 
used to conceal the advance of the flame vehi
cles. 

c. Effective Fire Support. 
(1) Although mechanized flamethrowers 

are support weapons themselves, they must re
ceive support from other weapons. This means 
that their own fires are included in the 
commander's plan of supporting fires. Support
ing fires from other weapons are requested and 
planned, with the following missions in mind: 

(a) Neutralization and/or Clestruction of 
antitank weapons on the objective and on 
neighboring terrain commanding the ap
proaches to the objectives. 

(b) Obscuring enemy observation until 
the flamethrowers are within effective flame 
gun range. Smoke can be effective for this pur-
pose. 

(c) Protective air burst artillery fire over 
the mechanized flamethrowers during their ad
vance to their targets. 

(d) Artillery and mortar fire on enemy 
personnel flushed out by the flame attack. 
These missions are planned on routes of with
drawal to the flanks and rear. 



(2) In addition to planned and target~of
opportunity fires from supporting weapons, the 
mechanized flame attack is also supported by the 
fires of the tanks and infantrymen in the assault 
force. 

(3) Once within range of thei,r targets, 
flamethrowers go into their fire support role. 
Their mission is to destroy, or flush out, a dug
in or heavily fortified enemy. Each mechanized 
flamethrower functions as a member of a team 
in the coordinated execution of the plan for 
attack. 

d. Commitment in Mass. The number of 
mechanized flamethrowers to be employed is dic
tated by the mission and the enemy situation, 
but is limited by the terrain and available flame 
weapons. Generally, the largest mechanized 
flame unit available should be. used. Employing 
mechanized flamethrowers as platoons, or at 
least sections, will maintain unit integrity as well 
as mass. When flame support is required but 
either the number of flame vehicles available or 
the terrain prohibi>ts employment of a section, em
ployment of mechanized flamethrowers in . pairs 
or individually is justified. Where the number of 
available mechanized flamethrowers is small (a 
S'ection, for example), the principle of mass can 
be ,applied by integrating these flamethrowers 
into an assault tank formation. Therefore, in an 
infantry-tank team attack, mechanized flame
throwers may be most effectively employed when 
their advance is integrated with that of the tanks 
of the maneuvering force. This augments the 
overall mass of the attack and permits the tanks 
to "shepherd" the flamethrowers to the obj ec
tive. Mass can also be achieved by providing 
depth and continuity of flame support. Commit
ment in waves or riapid rearming, or both, can 
produce this depth and continuity. 

e. Integration Into Assault Elements. 
(1) In attacking an objeotive whose s·eizure 

requires r,eduction of strongly fortified or en
trenched .. positions, mechanized flamethrowers 
are closely integrated into the a:ssault elements 
because-

(a) They are assault support weapons. 
( b) They need the fire support tha:t the 

assault echelon can deliver. 
(c) The mass of the assault is preserved. 
( d) The effects of the flame attack can 

be exploited by the infantry-tank team. 
(2) 'To insure ·effective integration and co

ordination within the assault ,echelon, mechanized 
flamethrowers are normally attached to rather 
than placed in general or direct support of the 
supported assault unit. This control is bas·ed on 
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the necessity for unity of effort through unity . of 
command in a tactical action and on the fact that 
they furnish their support from a short range. 
Flame units are held under battalion or higher 
level control until a mission that requires their 
use by lower units is assigned. Then they are at
tached to the lowest level necessary to insure 
coordinated assault teamwork. 

f. Rapid and Timely Reservicing. If there is to 
be depth and continuity to a flame attack, there 
must be rapid and timely replenishment of 
flame fuel and pressure tanks. Rarely will depth 
and continuity not be requirements; therefore, a 
refueling and repressurizing plan is necessary. 
This plan should include-

( 1) Provisions for servicing equipment and 
replenishing flame fuel. · 

(2) Designation of a flamethrower servicing 
point. 

(3) Servicing priorities. 
( 4) Provisions for its dissemination. 

4-10. Targets 
a. Personnel. See paragraph 1-5 and table 1-1 

for the type of weapons and fuel to use in em
ploying flame against personnel. 

b. Materiel. In employing flame against mate
riel, the objective is to ignite combustibles, ex
plode ammunition, and make unserviceable other 
equipment and supplies. 

4-11. TechniqlleS of Employment 

Mechanized flamethrowers are employed in of
fensive operations when they can be decisively 
more effective than other type weapons. It is de
sirable to ·employ them as part of an infantry
tank-flame team. Their employment parallels the 
following three methods of attack by the infan
try-:tank team: 

a. Tanks, Mechanized Flamethrowers, and In
fantry Attack on the Same Axis. Flame ve
hicles, supporting infantry units, are integrated 
into the attack formation. The flame vehicles 
should be ,go positioned that they can reach 
their part of the objective without complicated 
maneuvering. ·To avoid slowing tanks and flame ·~ 

vehicles to the rate of march of dismounted in
fantry, it is frequently desirable that they re
main initially near the line of departure and 
move forward on order to join or precede the 
infantry assault. In addition, the presence of 
tanks and flame vehicles in the initial phase of 
the attack may prevent surprise and may draw 
fire on the .accompanying infantry. . The flame 
vehicles should time their advance so that they 
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can assist the infantry within ,effective range of 
the flame weapon. 

b. Tanks, Mechanized Flamethrowers, a,nd 
Infantry Attack on Two Converging Axes. 
Flame vehicles may accompany tank and in
fantry elements on one axis or both axes. Should 
terrain or the possible loss of surprise preclude 
them from accompanying the infantry, they 
should remain near· the line of departure ini
tially or accompany the tank elements. 

c. Tanks and M e'chanized Flamethrowers in 
Support by Fire Only. When tanks and mecha
nized flamethrowers cannot accompany the infan
try units, the tanks may support the action by 
fire if the range and tacitieal situation permit. If 
within effective range of the flame weapon, the 
mechanized flamethrower can support by flame 
alone within troop safety limitations. 

4-12. Specific Tactical 'Situations' 

Using .the techniques described in paragraph 4-
11, modified to me1et the existing situation, mech
anized flamethrowers can be used advantageously 
in the following tactical ·operations: 

a. Attack of a Strongly·, Fortified Position. 
The attack and reduction of a fortified area is 
primarily an \infantry mission. The attack of a 
fortified area is characterized by .a number of 
separate attacks on individual fortifications. An 
assault team is normally assigned one specific 
pillbox or fortification to attack, although sev
eral objectives of this type· may be assigned for 
successive red1Jction. If antitank obstacles, wire, 
and mines do not prevent, mechanized flame-

. throwers can be used effectively to support the 
assault team. Flame is directed. at embrasures 
and openings in the. fortification to bhnd the 
occupants and to cover the advance of demoli
tion parties of the team. Because of its greater 
range, better protection, and greater flame fuel 
supply, the mechanized flamethrower is much 
more effective than the portable · flamethrower 
for this mission, if it is not exposed to direct 
antimechanized fire. If the position is organized 
in depth, a ·reserve of mechanized flamethrowers 
should be established to pass thriough and flame 
the deeperobjectives. 

b. Attack of a Built-Up Area. The attack of 
built"'." up areas such as towns and cities. is primari
ly an infantry mission, with rtanks employed in a 
supporting role. Infantry platoons, supported by 
tanks and mechanized flamethrowers, are as
signed specific limited objectives and leapfrog 
one another in advancing the attack. Infantry 
units provide close-in protection for supporting 
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tanks and flame vehicles against tank·· hunters. 
Mechanized flamethrowers aid the advance of the 
t 1eam by firing on targets such as buildings, base
ments, or other structures. Infantry units nor
mally precede the mechanized . flamethrowers, in.:. 
dicating specific targets for attack. Consideration 
must be given to replacing and ·refueling flame 
vehicles to make certain that adequate flame 
capability is maintained throughout the -attack. 

c. Attack in Heavily Wooded Areas. Mecha
nized flamethrowers may be employed in clear
ing the enemy from forests or heavily wooded 
areas. However, there are limitations to this type 
of employment. Considerations for the ernploy
men1t of mechanized flamethrowers while attack
i:r;ig in heavily wooded areas are much 1the same 
as those for other armored vehicles. Dismounted 
infantry normally leads the attack in these oper
ations. The density or the f~rest or wooded 
area, the number of tree stumps, and the amount 
of undergrowth are important factors that can 
limit the usefulness of mechanized flamethrow- · 

-ers .. In ·the initial stages ·of clearing the perimeter 
of a forest, flamethrowers are especially useful. 
Normally, most :of the enemy's defensive posi
tions are located along the edge of· the woods. 
As a rule, these are well concealed and difficult 
to pinpoint. Flamethrowers should be used to 
flame. :the general area. Although the ·enemy 
may not actually be hit by the flame, the burn
ing undergrowth and resulting smoke may make 
the area untenable. 

d. Attack of a River Line. Where the width 
of a water obstacle permits, ·the fire of mecha
nized flamerthrowerrs can be effectively enwloyed 
to support an assault crossing. The flamethrow
ers fire from static positions on the flanks of rthe 
crossing and the gaps between units. Flame 
can be used to destroy .enemy defenses on the 
far bank. The dense clouds of smoke from the 
burning fuel may help screen the troops. carrying 
out the crossing. The most successful timing for 
an attack of this type is for the flamethrowers 
to move forward and commence flaming· at the 
moment rthe assault boats enter the water. Flame 
on the water continues to burn but may be
crossed by assault boats without damage. Be
cause the Ml32A1 self-propelled flamethrower 
is amphibious, it may fire flame bursts while 
afloat. This capability allows the use of flame 
in the assault crossing of wide rivers. 

e. Attack at Night. Flame employed at night 
is made more effective by its increased psycho
logical impact. Further, it may temporarily blind 
enemy :troops. If sufficient flame is maintained 
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to the front as the attack progresses, it wiJl pro
vide illumination and prevent the attacking 
forces from becoming silhouetted by the flame 
still burning from the rear. Flame may also be 
used advantageously at night for reconnais
sance by fire and decoy tactics. 

f. Attack in.Jungles. The opportunity to emp
loy mechanized flamethrowers in mass seldom 
arises during jungle operations. D sually, in this 
environment, small flamethrower elements are 
att'ached to infantry units and employed as in 
normal operations except for changes necessi
tated by reduced visibility. The operation must 
be planned in detail because control is difficult. 

g. Attack in Mountainous Terrain. In moun
tainous terrain, the greatest difficulties are en
countered in negotiating the terrain and in re
supply. The opportunity to employ flamethrow
ers in mass seldom. arises. Small flamethrower 
elements usually are attached to infantry units 
that will be used to reduce pillboxes, caves, and 
similar fortifications. 

h. Attack in Riverine Areas. The M132Al 
self-propelled flamethrower has amphibious 
characteristics that allow it to provide 
mechanized flame - support in most riverine 
areas. This flamethrower can be used to attack 
fortifications, counter ambushes, and force oc
cupants from small tunnels and cave complexes. 
See FM 31-75 for additional information on the 
use of flame in riverine operations. 

4-13. Employment in the Defense 

a. Mobile Defense. Although mechanized 
flamethrowers are primarily offensive weapons, 
they may also be used to advantage in mobile 
defense. When so employed, the techniques dis
cussed in paragraphs 4-9 through 4-12 (offense) 
apply. Mechanized flameth.;i;owers may, how
ever, be employed in a defensive position as a 
supporting weapon. When so . employed, they 
should be located well forward to cover likely 
approaches of attack. Flame vehicles must be 
closely protected by infantry. Routes of with
drawal as well as alternate and supplementary 
positions should be selected. 

b. Area Defense. 
(1) Mechanized flamethrowers may be emp

loyed on the FEBA to cover avenues of ap
proach. Flame vehicles must be closely pro
tected by friendly forces and dug in wherever 
possible. Routes of withdrawal to permit refuel
ing, as well as alternate and supplementary pos
itions, must be selected. Mechanized flame-
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throwers employed on the FEBA may be at
tached down to company level, depending on the 
mission. 

(2) Another suitable role for the 
mechanized flamethrower is within the reserve. 
When mechanized flamethrowers are employed 
as part of a counterattack force, the techniques 
discussed in paragraphs 4-9 through 4-12 (of
fense) apply. 

c. Defense of Rear. Areas. Mechanized flame
throwers may be effectively employed in the de
fense of rear areas in a general support role 
similar to that of other support weapons of the 
combined arms team. The technique of employ
ment is the same as in other mobile roles. Two or 
more mechanized flamethrowers should be pre
sent with the force operating against guerrillas, 
infiltrating troops, and airborne units. 

d. Special Operations. The principles of emp
loyment of mechanized flamethrowers apply to 
the defensive aspects of special operations. 
However, the technique of application varies 
ac~ording to the type of operation. 

e. Retrograde Operations. The mechanized 
flamethrower may be used against massed at
tacks that threaten to overrun a defensive posi
tion. It may also be used as a supporting weapon 
in counterattacks designed to permit friendly 
forces to disengage and withdraw. 

*f. Desert Operations. In desert operations 
the care and cleaning of mechanized flame
throwers is of particular importance. Details on 
the difficulties of preparing and storing thick
ened fuels in a hot climate are given in TM-
3:;-366. Although there is a general lack of good 
cover and concealment, desert terrain is excel
lent for ·the employment of mechanized unifs. 
Mechanized flamethrowers are well .suited to 
these areas. Since they· can maintain the same 
speeds as tanks and other armored vehicles 
they can blend with these vehicles to avoid de
tection as flame weapons. The tactics and tech
niques of desert operations are discussed in FM 
31-25. 

g. Operations in Snow and Cold Climate. 
Mechanized units generally have good mobility 
over flat to gently rolling snowy terrain. 
Mechanized flame weapons, tanks, and person
nel carriers complement one another as far as 
ground mobility is concerned, and mechanized 
flamethrowers can be less readily identified as 
such when used with other mechanized ·vehi
cles. See FM 31-71 f~r a discussion of flame op
erations in.a cold climate. 
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CHAPTER 5 

PORTABLE FLAME WEAPONS 

Section I. INTRODUCTION 

*5-1. General 

There are two different types of portable flame 
weapons available: the portable flamethrower 
and the M202 rocket launcher. 
a. Portable Flamethrowe.r. This weapon pro

jects flame fuel from a pressurized container 
through a nozzle to the target. The projected 
fuel is normally ignited as it passes through the 
nozzle of the flame gun. The portable flame
thrower is a close-support weapon that can be 
used to reduce fortifications, suppress fire, and 
produce casualties. 

b. M202 Rocket Launcher. This four-tube 
launcher fires a rocket containing a flame agent 
mixture that ignites on exposure to the air. The 
rocket warhead is equipped to detonate on im
pact. This launcher is a close-support weapon 
for use in neutralizing enemy gun emplace
ments and fortified positions, and in street and 
village fighting. 

5-2. Employment of Portable Flame Weapons 
a. Portable Flamethrowers. This short-range 

assault weapon is normally employed by· infan
try elements in the assault of the objective. Be
cause of the vulnerability of the operator and 
the limited amount of fuel, it is often necessary 
to employ more than one portable flamethrower 
with the assault element. Although it is primar
ily an offensive weapon, the portable flame
thrower can also be employed in the defense. 

*b· M202 Rocket Launcher. This direct fire 
weapon has a greater range than the portable 
flamethrower and can be used in support of 
other flamethrowers or rocket launchers emp
loyed with the assault element. The rocket 
launcher provides greater flexibility than other 
flame weapons in both the offense and the de
fense. 

Section II. PORTABLE FLAMETHROWERS 

5-3. General 

Available portable flamethrowers and their 
characteristics are as follows: 

a. AB C-M 9-7 Portable Flamethrower (fig 
5-1). This is a lightweight portable flame
thrower (procured by Marine Corps only) con
sisting of an aluminum frame, lightweight alloy 
fuel tanks, a pressure sphere, and the M7 gun 
group (fig 5-2). 

(1) Weight ___________ 50 pounds loaded. 
(2) Range------------ 40 to 50 meters. 
(3) Fuel capacity ~---- 4 gallons. 
(4) Duration of fire ___ 5 to 8 seconds of 

continuous fire, 
or 3 to 4 short 
bursts. 

*b. M9A1-7 Portable Flamethrower (fig 5-3). 
This standard-B item is an improved version of 
the M9-7 flamethrower. Modifications include 
an improved air pressure system, a cover as
sembly that fits on top of the tank group, and a 

holster for stowing the gun group. Issued with 
the flamethrower is a supply kit that contains 
four highpressure sphere assemblies and two 
cans (two cylinders per can) of ignition cylin
ders. For additional information on the M9Al-7 
portable flamethrower, see TM 3-1040,_;_257-14. 

(1) Weight ___________ 52 pounds loaded. 
(2) Range ____________ 45 to 55 meters. 
(3) Fuel capacity ---'""- 41;~ gallons. 
(4) Duration of fire ___ 6 seconds of con"." 

tinuous fire, or 3 
to 4 short bursts. 

c. M2A1-7 Portable Flamethrower (fig 5-J). 

This flamethrower consists of a steel frame, fuel 
tanks, and a pressure tank. It uses the M7 gun 
group. 

(1) Weight ---------=-- 65 to 69. pounds 
loaded. 

(2) Range ____________ 40 to 50 meters 
(thickened fuel); 
20 to 25 meters 
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Figure 5-1~ ABC-M9-7 portable flamethrower. 

(unthickened 
fuel). 

(3) Fuel capaci~y _____ 41/2 (+)gallons. 
(4) Duration of fire ___ 6 to 9 seconds of 

continuous fire, 
or 4 to 5 short 
bursts. 

5-4. Servicing 

Servicing of portable flamethrowers includes fil
ling the fuel tanks and pressurizing the pres-

I 5-2 

sure sphere or tank. Principal items of servicing 
equipment are compressors and service kits (fig 
5-5, 5-6 and 5-7), which are TOE items of the 
headquarters and headquarters · company of 
units authorized the portable flamethrower. 
The M4A2 or. the M45 service unit can also· be 
used to service portable flamethrowers. Servic
ing and resupply are a responsibility of the bat
talion commander, who controls· the use of all 
portable flamethrowers in his command. Re
placement of used flamethrow~ 

/ 
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Figure 5-2. M7 flame gun group. 

ers must be carefully planned to insure resupply 
of fully serviced flamethrowers from within bat
talion assets. Battalion headquarters and head
quarters company personnel (assisted by flame 
gunners when necessary). service portable flame
throwers. If available, chemical service personnel 
(TOE 3-500) can provide this service. Portable 
flamethrowers can be serviced (exclusive of 
thickened fuel preparation) in about 15 minutes 
by using the AN-M4 compressor. They can be 
serviced faster by using the M4A2 service unit 
or compressed air· cylinders. The flamethrowers 
should be serviced as far forward in the battalion 
area as practical. Thickened fuel rp.ay be prepared 
locally by hand-mixing procedures (TM 3-366) or 
by using any fuel service units available in the 
battalion area. Flame fuels can be provided from 
the rear area in containers ready for transferring 
to the flamethrowers as indicated in figure 5-8. 

5-5. Gunnery Techniques 

Gunnery techniques, training requirements, and 
the gunner's test for the portable flamethrower 
are contained in appendix B. 

5-6. Capabilities and Limitations 

a. Capabilities. The portable flamethrower is 
a man-portable weapon used primarily to attack"" 
fortifications and enemy strongpoints; it is also 
used in street and jungle fighting. It greatly de
moralizes personnel subjected to attack by this 
weapon. The projected flame fuel can penetrate 
small openings and ricochet and splatter from wall 
to wall, spreading burning fuel over areas not 
accessible to the point effects of nonfragmenting 
small arms ammunition. The maximum range of 
the portable flamethrower is approximately 55 
meters (less for unthickened fuel). 

5-3 
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*Figure 5-3. M9A1-7 portable flamethrower. 

b. Limitations. The portable flamethrower has 
a short range (20 to 50 meters, dependent on 
type of fuel) and a limited duration of fire (de
pendent on type of flamethrower and other limit
ing factors) . Wind, terrain, and type of fuel de-

5-4 

termine to a great extent its effective range. Em

ployment of heavier models is more limited in 

rugged terrain and in airborne and mountain op

erations when flamethrowers must be manpacked. 



FigitrG 5-4 •. MSA1-7 portable flamethrower. 
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li'igure 5-5. AN-M4 31/2 CFM flamethrower power-driven 
reciprocating compressor. 
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Figure 5-6. M1A1 7 CFM power-driven reciprocating compressor. 
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Figure 5-7. M27 portable flamethrower-riot control agent disperser service kit. 
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Figure 5-8. M27 service kit and AN-M4 compressor (3%CFM) used to fill a 
portableflamethrowerfrom a 5~-gallon drum ofthickenedfuel. 

*Section llt . M202 . ROCKET LAUNCHER 

5-7. Description and Characteristics 

a. Description. The M202 rocket launcher is a 
lightweight four-tube shoulder-fired weapon 
that fires M74 rockets from the M74 rocket clip 
(fig 5-9). The rocket clip is preloaded with four 
rounds. E~ch rocket warhead contains approx
imately 1.3 pounds of a thickened pyrophoric 
flame agent. Each round arms upon accelera
tion and detonates upon impact. A graze impact 
fuze initiates the detonator and detonating cord 
of the warhead. See TM 3-1055-218-12 for addi
tional information on the M202 rocket launcher. 
The M202 model (Standard B item) differs.from 
the M202Al mo-del (Standard A item) only in 

that the M202Al has an improved firing pin 
mechanism assembly. 

b. Characteristics. 
(1) M202 rocket launcher. 

(a) Overall 
length, 
closed 
(approx) __ 27 inches 

(b) Weight 
(approx) _ _ _ _ _ _ 11.5 pounds 

(c) Opera ting tem-
perature 
limits -------- +32° F. to +140° F. 

(2) M7 4 rocket clip. 
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*Figure 5-9. M202 rocket launcher with rocket clip . 

(a) Overall length, 
with 
rockets------- 21.5 inches 

(b) Weight of clip, 
with rockets __ 15.1 pounds 

(c) Storage tem-
perature 
limits -------- 40° F. to +140° F. 

(3) M202 rocket launcher with rocket clip. 
(a) Overall length, 

firing position 
(approx) ______ 34.75 inches 

(b) Weight 
(approx) _ _ _ _ _ _ 26.6 pounds 

(c) Range, effective 
(point tar-
gets) --------- 200 meters 

(d) Range, maxi-
mum (area 
targets) _ _ _ _ _ _ 750 meters 

(e) Range, mini
mum safe 
(hard tar-
gets) _________ 20 meters 

(4) M74 rocket. 
(a) Overall length 

(approx) ______ 21 inches (fins 
closed) 

(b) Weight 
(approx)------ 3 pounds 

(c) Muzzle velocity 
(approx) ______ 375 feet per 

(d) Bursting 
radius 

second 

(approx) _ _ _ _ _ _ 20 meters 

.>-8. Capabilities and Limitcations 
This rocket launcher is. capable of firing one 
to four rounds semjautomatically,at the.rate of 
one round per. second. The arming distance of 
the round is 5.5 to 13 meters of rocket travel. 
The launcher can be reloaded with a new rocket 
dip and p;repared forfiring ·in less . than a mi" 
nute. The effective range for point targets is 
approximately 200 meters; the maximum range 
is approximately 750 meters. The weaponcan be 
fired from a prone, sitting, kneeling, or standing 
position .• The launcher is safe.to .. carry loaded 
with a full or partially fired clip. A .clear field of 
fire to·thetarget is required, since any obstruc
tion between the weapon . and the target may 
cause the fuze to function. The safety require
ments pertaining to -the backblast of the 
launcher may restrict use of the weapon under 
certain conditions. ·The rear. danger zone is 40 
meters; the minimum safe range is approxi
mately 20 meters+ 

5-9. Targets 
The following are some of the targets suitable 
for attack by the M202 rocket launcher: 

a., Pillboxes, bunkers, covered foxholes, and 
fortifications with small gun ports. 

b~ Personnel in open foxholes, trenches, or 
built-up areas. 

c. Open ports, hatches, and engine air intakes 
of armored···vehicles. 

d. Unarmored vehicles (occupied or unoc
cupied). 

e. Combustible supplies, ammunition,· and 
materiel. 

f. Sampans· and similar watercraft. 

\~ 



g. Suspected·enemy positions. 

h. Personnel concealed in vegetation. 

5-10. Target Effects 

Personnel exposed to the heat and burning par
ticles from the rocket warhead may become 
casualties as a result of burns, inhalation of hot 
gases and carbon monoxide, suffocation, and 
shock. The bursting munition may produce a 
profound psyeholOgical effect on personnel in 
the immediate vicinity of· the burst. In many 
cases defending personnel may leave their posi
tions, thus risking exposure to other weapons or 
capture. The burning particles from the rocket 
warhead are extremely difficult to extinguish 
and will ignite combustible materials on con
tact. The burning particles can penetrate gun 
ports, air intakes of vehicle engines, and other 
openings of vehicles and fortifications. The par
ticles will produce serious burns on contact with 
the skin of personnel. The rocket normally is 
fired. directly into the target or approximately 3 
meters short of the target to allow the burning 
'particles to splatter the. target area. Upon im• 
pact.· of the rocket warhead, the burning fuel 
particles splatter, with most of the particles 
going to the sides and forward of the point of 
impact. 
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5-1 l. Tactical Employment 

This weapon can be used to produce casualties 
and to destroy materiel. It may be employed like 
other direct fire weapons with the assault ele
ment or with a supporting element as a support
ing weapon. It is normally employed by infantry 
elements in the assault of the objective for the 
same purpose as flamethrowers; however, 
·targets can be engaged at a greater range and 
with ·greater accuracy with this weapon than 
with flamethrowers. Thus, the gunner is. less 
vulnerable to enemy fire than are flamethrower 
operators. The launcher may also be used to 
reconnoiter by fire suspected enemy positio.ns 
such as am bush sites. It is normally used . as a 
special purpose weapon operated by assigned 
personnel from within the platoon. This weapon 
team normally will require fire support and 
close-in protection to effectively engage the 
target. 

5-12. Safety 

Before the weapon is fired, the backblast danger 
zone must be clear of personnel, materiel, and 
obstruction and the field of fire to the target 
should be clear. Details on safety precautions 
pertaining to firing of the launcher and the rear 
area danger zone are contained in TM 
3-1055-218-12. 

Section IV. EMPLOYMENT OF PORTABLE FLAMETHROWERS 

5-13~ Considerations for Employment in the 
Offense 

. a. The portable flamethrower is a close-range 
assault weapon used to assist infantry units in 
the assault of the objective. It is normally used 
as special equipment by forward units when re
quired. The decision to use portable flame
throwers is made by the unit commander. 

b. In planning a flame attack, unit comman
ders should-

(1) Base their decision to use portable 
flamethrowers on a comparison of its 
capabilities with those of other available 
weapons. 

(2) Plan to use the bulk of their flame 
strength with the attacking element most likely 
to make the best progress. 

(3) Provide for sustained flame action by 
using flame in mass wherever possible. 

(4) Provide for flexibility by using flame 
with reserve elements if not otherwise commit
ted. 

(5) Plan for the use of flame with maneuver 
elements and, in the assault, as a close fire sup
port weapon. 

c. The· offensive use of portable flamethrow
ers is not limited to special operations. Special 
operations do not require a,.change .of tactical 
doctrine, but do require some modification in 
the technique of applying the principles of of
fensive employment. 

5-14. Principles of Employment 

General principles of employment are given in 
chapter 2. Those principles requiring detailed 
consideration in the use of the portable flamet~ 
hrower include the following: 

a~ Training. Frequent individual and integ
rated training in the use of the portable flamet
hrower in squad operations must be conducted 
when the combat situation permits~ 

b. Reconnaissance. The portable flamet
hrower is noticeable on the battlefield and may 
'become an enemy target before it can be 
brought within range. Thorough reconnais
sance lessens this disadvantage by enabling 
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rapid movement to predetermined location.s. 
The reconnaissance determines the-

(1) Exact location of enemy positions or 
emplacements to be attacked. 

(2) Location of obstacles, wire, and mines. 
(3) Most suitable covered routes of ap

proach to the objective. 
(4) Location of adjacent enemy positions 

from which fire may be expected or to which fire 
support and smoke may be directed to protect 
and screen the infantry and flamethrower as
sault. 

(5) Blind spots or dead space leading to 
enemy positions to be attacked. 

(6) Necessity for using demolitions or other 
special equipment to breach obstacles in the as
sault. 

(7) Location of resupply point or route. 
(8) Selection of flame firing positions. · 

c. Coordinated Fire Support. The range limi
tations of the portable flamethrower require 
that close, coordinated fire support be given to 
neutralize those positions or emplacements 
under attack and positions adjacent to or sup
porting those positions being attacked. This fire 
support is provided by the riflemen and other 
supporting fires controlled by rifle platoon and 
company commanders. Duringthe final phase of 
the assault, close fire. support should be main;:, 
tained until the flamethrower is within effective 
range or until the assault group masks the sup
porting fires. (During the assault, close fire sup
port is limited to flat trajectory fires.) Smoke 
screens should be planned to deny the enemy 
observation from those positions most likely to 
interfere with the attack. Artillery and mortar 
fires should be planned to interdict avenues of 
withdrawal on the flanks and rear of the objec
tives so that when the enemy is flushed out and 
demoralized by flame, he may be destroyed or 
captured. 

d. Avoidance of Piecemeal Use. The vulnera
bility of the portable flamethrower operator and 
the limited amount of fuel often make it neces-

· sary to employ more than one portable· flamet
hrower with the assault element. Whenever 
possible, the portable flamethrowers are put 
into action simultaneously. 

e. Complete Integration With Assault Ele
ments. The unit with which portable flamet
hrowers are used should be organized to provide 
maximum close fire support. A-rifle squad can 
provide the necessary close fire support for its 
flamethrower, with .the assistance o'f tanks and 
platoon and company supporting weapons. Ex
cept in special operations requiring the use of 
reinforced squads .as assault teams, the tactical 
integrity. of rifle squads should be maintained. 

f. Rapid and Timely Resupply. Flame
throwers expend their fuel quickly. To insure 
continuous participation of flamethrowers in an 
action, fuel resupply points must be carefully 
planned for and closely supervised. Comman
ders at appropriate levels must select an ~e
quately protected location (as far forward as 
possible) for a refueling and pressurizing point. 
The refueling and pressuriZing in~tallations 
must be mobile enough to followthe movements 
of the action. Rifle company commanders make 
timely requests for resupply, based on reports 
from platoon leaders; flamethrower replace
ments are exchanged in forward areas 
whenever practicable. 

5-15. Preparation for Attack 
General considerations relative to preparation 
for flame attack are given in chapter 2. 

a. The rifle company commander indicates 
the platoon with which portable flamethrowers 
will be used. If mechanized flamethrowers are 
attached, the company commander decides 
whether portable flamethrowers will also be 
used. The battalion should provide sufficient 
flame weapons to the reserves so that sustained 
flame action will be possible. 

b. The platoon leader as:~:igns portable 
flamethrowers to one or more squads.and indi.; 
cates · 



the role that they will play in seizing the .pla
toon objective. He pr1escribes measures for close
in protection and resupply. He orients the squad 
leader on the plan of employment of th,e flame
throwers. The squad leader conducts his· own 
detaBed orientation and assjgns a specific obj ec
tive to the flamethrower operator. 

c. While troops are in the assembly area, flame:
thrower operators perform equipment checks on 
rtheir weapons under the supervision of the pla-
toon leader. · 

5-16. ·Conduct of Attack 
'The portabl,e flamethrower is used aggressively 
by the platoon leader. When both portable and 
mechanfaed flamethrowers are us,ed on the same 
objective, their action is coordinated. 

a. During the attack, the squad leader uses 
the· portable flameth~ower against enemy re:s·ist
ance holding up his11progres1s. Conduct of fire is 
his responsibility. Under covering fire of the 
squad or other. supporting weapons, the flame
thrower gunner moves forward to 1a selected fir .. 
ing position within range of the flame. target. 
The squad leader ·constantly. observes the prog
ress of· the flamethrower gunner to make. certain 
that he is not endangered by friendly fires and 
that adequate fire support is 1applied to allow the 
flame weapons to close with the target. 

b. During the assault, the flamethrower gun
ner e~gages the target. to cover friiendly infantry 
approach onto the objective during the ti~e that 
some suppo.rting fires may be restricted becaus1e 
of safety limitations. Flamethrower gunners join 
the squads on the objective. 

c. Portable flam~rower gunners remain with 
their· squad during the reorganization ·and occu
pation of the objective area.· During reorganiza
tion arid consolidation, they are positioned to 
cover likely~ avenues of approach. Empty flame .. 
throwers are immediately repl:aced or re.serviced~ 

5-17. 'Specific Tactical Situations 
The employment of· portable flamethrowers with 
.mechanized infantry is the same a:s with. other 
infantry units. Using the principles outlined in 
paragraph 15,.-14, modified to meet existing con

. ditiqps, portable flamethrowers oan be us1ed ad-
vantageously in the following itactical ope1ra ... 
tions: 

a. Approach March. The portable flamethrow
er may be us·ed by the rifle unit gerving ias the 
advance guard to overco:r;ne small enemy strong
points, positions, or parUes holding up the 
advance. Portable flamethrowers may be trans---
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ported on carriers until contact is made and their 
use is required in advance guard action. 

b. Attack in Hedgerow Country. The portable 
flamethrower is effective against strongpoints of 
resistanc·e and automatic weapon positions in 
partly inclosed terrain such as hedgerow country 
and sparsely · wooded areas. Targets ·frequently 
appear at the junction of hedgerows .. The method 
used to attack thes·e positions is called attacking 
the "T.'' A thorough reconnaissance is needed 
to find cover·ed avenues of approa;ch for the 
flamethrower operator. 

c. Attack Against Isolated Buildings, The 
portable flamethrower . is an excellent weapon to 
support an attack against isolated buildings that 
have been organiz.ed as strongpoints. Ordinary 
farm buildings provide little protection against 
flame. Even stone and brick buildings have vuJ .. 
nerable sports such as doors, windows, and roofs. 
A . good incendiary effect may be obtained· by 
firing Hwet shots" first (allowing thickened :fuel 
to adhere to the building) and. then firing 
ignited shots. Flame usually shortens the time 
iiequired to reduce this type of defense because 
it creates in the defenders' minds and overwhelm;. 
ing f·ear that they are .trap,ped and will be 
burned to death unless they withdrew or sur
render. 

d~ Forest and Jungle Fighting. Portable 
flamethrowers are useful in this type of terrain 
againsit strongpoints and. well.;;organized posi
,tions. Here both cover and concealment ·afford 
excellent opportunities for the close-in use of 
flame. 'By·.· flaming a general area, flamethrow-
1ers can burn away camouflage and. expose enemy 
positions. Even ·if the enemy is· not actually hit 
by the flame, the burning undergrowth and re .. 
suiting smoke may make hi'S pios.ition untenable. 

e. Mopping Up. In a fast-moving situation, 
portable flamethrowers can be used to reduce 
pockets of resistance· that interfere with the ad
vanoe. In these situations, the enemy is quite 
often depriv·ed of his heavier supporting fires 
and is less inclined to put up stubborn resistance 
when ·faced with flame. Reserve uni1ts, particu.;. 
larly, should use the portable flamethrower in 
this role when the situatio:Q requires. 

f. Village and Street Fighting. Flarne is a 
great asse1t in this t)lpe of fighting. It is often 
the quickest, surest, and most economical ·method 
of dislodging an enemy from a building. How
ever, the attackier must use flame carefully be
cause the resulting fire may become an obstacle 
to his advanCJe. 'The normal ,assault techniques 
of town fighting are easily a,dapted to allow,,/ 
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flame support. See FM 31-~0 fur a discussion 
of combat in built-up areas. 

(1) Level of building entry. As discussed 
in FM 31-50, the preferred order of building 
level ·entry is as follows: entry on uppermost 
level, entry on middle level, and entry on 
ground level. When attack of a building is sup
ported by portable flamethrowers, there are ad
ditional considerations. Control over the length 
of the burst is limited by walls and floor.s. The 
possibility also exists . that firing the building on 
a lower level may trap assaulting troops enter
ing on upper levels. 

(2) Covering fires. Portable flamethrowers 
provide excellent covering fire within their range 
limitations. 

(3) Use with the rifle squad. The rifle 
squad is divided into two groups: the covering 
pa:rty and the searching party. The searching 
party may consist of a fire. team leader and four 
riflemen; the squad leader and the remainder of 
the squad mak·e up the covering party. The 
flamethrower may be used with either party. It 
can be used as a, covering. weapon to drive the 
enemy from firing port.s or slits. With the search
ing party, it may be used to flush rooms before 
the remainder of the searching pa.rty·enters them. 
It is best to use thickened fuels where accuracy 
in firing into small slits or apertures iS neces
sary. Unthickened fuel is more appropriate when 
a larg:e, rolling mass of flame is desired. The 
number of flamethrowers used is limited only by 
the ability of the squad and platoon :to provide 
coordinated fire support and close-in protecition. 
Certain limitations such as firing time and the 
fuel resupply problem must be recognized. 

( 4) Reorganization. The object of reorgani
zation is to prevent the enemy from regaining a 
foothold within the buildings. Flamethrowers 
are excellent weapons :to deny avenues of ap;.. 
proach ito the enemy. "We.t shots" may be fired 
to cover key avenues of approach expected to be• 
used by the 1enemy advance. The fuel cove.ring 
these avenues can then be ignited at such time 
as to catch the enemy in the most vulnerable 
position. In all cases, riflemen should provide 
close-in protection for the flamethrower gun
ners. 

g. Attack of a Fortified Position. In the attack 
of fortified bunkers, portablre flamethrowers are 
employed in the final assault in conjunction 
with other close fire weapons. Portable flame
thrower gunners move within range of targets 
under covering fire of small arms and close sup
port weapons. Once within range, targets are 
taken under fire, using flame bursts and wet 
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·shots as appropriate for specific target vulner .. 
ability. Portable flamethrowers may also be used 
to·. provide oovering fire for· engineers and infan .. 
try em placing demolition charges and · bangalore 
torpedoes. Initial bursts are· fired from ari 
oblique blind position with respect to the bunk .. 
er embrasure, followed by direct shots into the 
bunker. FM 31-50 covers the doctrine on the 
attack of fortified positions. 

h. Fighting in Dikes and Canals. In this type 
of fighting, with the enemy often entrenched on 
the reverse slope of a dike, portable flame .. 
throwers should be used whenever they can 
reach the target. The searching characteristics of 
flame will aid in fl~shing the...e;r;i.emy out of his 
position. An immediate followup by maneuver 
forces with grenades and small arms is essential. 

i. A.ttack of a River Line. In offensive actions 
of this type, flamethrowers should be used to 
reduce strongpoints of resistance and automatic 
weapon posi.tions close to the river ,line. Because 
boats ·can ·move safely through the fuel burning 
on the water, portable flamethrowers may be 
fired as the boats close within effective range 
of the enemy-held banks. 

j. Night Attacks. 
(l) The night attack offers a good oppor

tunity for the successful employment of the por
table flamethrower. In nonilluminated night 
attacks, the 1enemy will find it difficult to recog
nize the weapon and concentra.te fire on it before 
it. comes within flame range. The portable flame
!th:r:ower may be used in all types of night at
tacks either illuminated and supported or non
illuminated and unsupported or other combina
tions, without change in the current tactical 
doctrine for night attacks. Thickened fuel should 
be used to obtain maximum riange. 

(2) During the advance to the probable 
line of deployment, flamethrower gunners. and 
the riflemen with them must move as silently 
as possible. When the probabl1e line of deploy
ment is reached, gunners should be positioned 
in the center of their deployed squad to facilitate 
control by ,gquad leaders. If the· enemy compels 
early deployment, the assault is begu;i as soon 
as full deployment is complete. Under these cir
cumstances, flamethrower operators withhold 
their fire until within range. When the assault 
troops deploy undiscovered, they move off in the 
assault, maintaining silence until fired on or 
until receiving the signal to fire. At this time the 
entire assaulting force should open fire, but 
flamethrower operators should withold their fire 
until they are within range. In either case, the 
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flame . should be applied to give as much lateral 
coverage as possible. 

(3) Flamethrower g\mners should be sent 
as soon as possible to the predetermined resup
ply point for resupply. They should rejoin their 
units as quickly as possible. During reorgani
zaticm and consolidation, platoon J,eaders should 
position flamethrowers to cover likely avenues 
of approach to the objective. . · 

k. Raids. The portabl1e flamethrower is em
ployed during raids in the sanie manner that: ·it 
is employed. for day and night attacks. Since 
raids are characteriz,ed by immediate withdrawal 
of the raiding force after accomplishing its mis
sion, consideration must be given to the practi
cability of carrying the port:a.Me flamethrower 
for the dfatances the raiding force must travel. 
The use of the portable flamethrower must not 
jeopardize the ability of the r,aiding force to 
withdraw immediately. 

l. Operations in Mountainous Terrain. The 
basic principles of flame employment can be 
adapted to operations in mountainous terrain. 
The judicious use of screening smokes permits 
flamethrower gunners to advance within flame 
range of an objective. The weight of the porta
ble flamethrower limits its mobility. in moun
tainous terrain, iand it is difficult to establish a 
convenient resupply point. · 

m. Desert Operations. In desert operations 
the care and cleaning of portable flame weap
ons is of particular importance. The difficulties 
of preparing and ,storing thickened fuels in a 
hot climate must be overcome. A general lack of 
good cover and concealment emphasizes the need 
for a thorough :rieconnaissance .in order to exploit 
the few advantages the terrain may offe1r. Com.; 
pletely coordinated· fire. support and the us·e of 
screening smoke will be especially important. 

n. Op~rations in' Snow and Cold Climate. 
Usefulness of the portable flam~thrower ·lessens 
with a decreas:e in temperature. In oversnow op
erations, tactical mobility and maneuverability 
may be impeded because of weight limitations, 
particularly where troops do not have the sup
port of tracked vehicle carriers. Portable flame
throwers should be transported in tracked ve
hicle carriers as far forward as practicable. The 
squad sled may also be used to transport the 
portable flamethrower when required. The ef
facts of weather on flame fuels and weapons are 
discussed in paragraph 1-5d. 

o. Amphibious Operations. When landings 
ar1e opposed by strong beach defenses, portable 
flamethrowers can be used profitably to reduce 
enemy emplacements in much the same manner 
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as in the attack of. a fortified position (g above)·. 
This type of defens.e may require the organiza
tion of special assault teams· and reinforced rifle 
squads, depending on the number and type of 
obstacles encountered and on the characteristics 
of the emplacements. In situations requiring the 
us1e of portable flall)>ethrowe 1rs against strong 
beach defenses, planning must include arrange ... 
ments to insure rapid resupply on a weapon-.fur
weapon bas.is in the early stages of the landing, 
and the early establishmenrt of refueling ·and 
pressurizing points ashor·e as .soon as progress 
inland permits. 

p. Airborne Operations. Portable flamethrow-
1er:s should be made available to· ·the :assault forces 
in the initial phase of an airborne attack if suf
ficient aircraft are available to permit th~ir use 
with the ass~ult echelon without sacrificing the 
firiepower of other essential weapons. If a short
age of aircraft prevents the employment of flame 
in the assaullt phase, flame should be employed 
in the fbllowup phase to reduce enemy ,defenses. 

q. RiVerine Operations. Porlabl1e flamethrow
ers can be used in riverine operations to force 
occupants from small cave and tunnel com.
pl,exes, to attack fortified positions, and to coun
ter ambushes. 

5-18. Employment in the ·Defense 

Portable flamethrowers can be used effectively 
in 1the defensie. The principl·es of employment 
discussed in paragraph 5-14 should be applied 
and modified to fit :the situation. Consider the 
following: 

a. Locations. The short range and limited fir
ing time of the portable flamethrower require 
that it be carefully positioned for maximum ef
fect. It must be supported by other weapons 
and integrated into the fire plan. Covered routes 
are prepared to alternate and supplementary po
sitions. All flamethrowers organic <;>r attached to 
forward units usually are positioned along the 
FEBA; those with reserve units provide depth 
and flame for the counterattack. The location of 
the portable flamethrower is coordinated with 
that of other flame weapons. 

b. Uses. In defensive operations the portable 
flamethrower is used primarily to· stop enemy as
saults that have almosit reached the FEBA. The 
portable flamethrower may be used to neutralize 
enemy tanks that are vulnerabl1e. Reserve units 
use flamethrowers to. limit penetrations and sup
port the counterattack. Normally, portable flame
throwers are not used by security forces forward 
of the FEBA. The flamethrower gunners may 
also be charged with detonating emplaced flame 
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devices in their sector of observation. Portable 
flamethrowers may be us·ed in internal defense 
operations, applying the same pr.inciples as in 
other types of operations. 
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c. Resupply. Resupply may be accomplished 
by exchanging an empty weapon for a loaded 
one. 

\~ 
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CHAPTER 6 

FLAME FIELD EXPEDIENTS 

6-1 . General 

Flame field expedients may be used for casualty 
effects, illumination effects, or signaling effects. 
These expedients include exploding flame de
vices, flame fougasses, and flame illuminators. 
Exploding fougasses may also be used as im
provised flame mine~. The flame field expedi
ents discussed in this chapter have been used 
and found to be effective in combat. Variations 
and adaptations of these field expedients, de
signed to meet specific situations, are limited 
only by the imagination and initiative of com
bat personnel using them. For information on 
delivery of flame field expedient devices by Army 
aircraft, 'see paragraph 7-13. 

a. Controlled Weapons. Flame field expedients 
initiated by the commander of the using unit are 
considered to be a part of the final protective fires 
of that unit. They are not reported as mines. 
However, unless the flame field expedients are 
turned over to another unit by mutual agreement, 
the using unit must detonate and remove them 
before leaving the area. 

b. Uncontrolled or Contact We.apons. When 
exploding flame devices and flame fougasses are 
used for contact detonation by the enemy, they 
are considered improvised flame mines. Their lo
cations are marked, reported, and recorded ac
cording to the procedures set forth in FM 20-
32. 

6-2. Tactical Uses 

. Flame field expedients are used chiefly in de
fensive operations; however, they may alsq be 
used in offensive operations. They may be used 
in all types of minefields: protective, defensive, 
barrier, nuisance, or phony. Tactically, flame field 
expedients are used to-

a. Warn of enemy approach. They are used in 
defiladed areas or during periods of limited visi
bility. 

b. Produce casualties by splattering personnel 

with thickened fuel or by striking personnel with 
fragments of the container. The high radiant heat 
of the fireball will also cause casualties. 

c. Deter the enemy by their psychological im
pact. 

d. Produce limited battlefield illumination to 
silhouette the opposing force. 

e. Restrict the use of most likely avenues of 
approach that cannot be covered easily by direct 
fire weapons. Exploding flame devices and fou-
gasses can be used for this purpose. 

1 

f. Force the enemy into areas where he may be 
more profitably engaged. 

g. Provide support of offensive operations. 
Flame field expedients may be used close to friend
ly positions, alone or with barbed wire or other 
obstacles. They may be used either by themselves 
or with high explosive (HE) and chemical land
mines in composite minefields. When exploding 
flame devices are emplaced in composite mine
fields, the ·effects of flame on other obstacle com
ponents such as tripwires must be considered. 
If flame field expedients are to be placed in a field 
containing chemical mines, they must be em
placed so that the flame will not vaporize or burn 
the chemical agent. 

6-3. Types 

a. Exploding Flame Devices. An exploding 
flame device consists of a container, an· incendi
ary fuel (usually thickened gasoline) , and a fir
ing system to scatter and ignite the fuel. The 
size of the area it will cover depends on the 
size of the container and the firing system. It 
may be detonated by the M4 incendiary burster, 
(fig 6-1), or it may be detonated by some other 
available explosive used with the ·white phos
phorus (WP) hand grenade, which serves as an 
igniter. There is no standard exploding device. 
However, experience indicates that claymore mine 
explosive components, which are waterproof, are 
less subject to explosive component breakdown 
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FIVE-GALLON CONTAINER 

WITH THICKENED FUEL 

\ 

M4 BURSTER 

ELECTRIC 

BLASTING CAP 

BLASTING CAP WIRES 

Figure 6-1. Exploding 5-gallon flame device with 
M4 burster. 

than are most other explosive components used 
in flame field expedients. 

(1) Controlled type. 
(a) A 5- to 20-gallon metal container can 

be used (fig 6-1). It is emplaced on the surface 
or in a V-trench. The 5-gallon device, because 
of its weight and limited area of effect, may be 
rapidly emplaced by the individual or small unit 
as a close protective measure. A trench can be 
used to give some direction to the flame. A 5~ 
gallon container will cover an area approximately 
20 to 30 meters. in diameter. * ( b) Large metal containers (usually 55-
gallon drums) filled with thickened fuel may also 
be used. These weapo~s inflict casualties by the 
action of the burning fuel and flying pieces of 

. the metal container. They have a great psycho
logical effect. A 55-gallon container (fig 6-3 and 
6-4) will cover an area approximately 85 meters 
in diameter. For maximum fragmentation effect, 
they can be wound tightly with barbed wire and 
engineer pickets (fig 6-5). Two 55-gallon con
tainers welded together can provide an effective 
flame device. 

(c) The M4 incendiaryburster can be used 
with any container into which it can be inserted. 
One burster is sufficient for a 5-gallon container 
(fig 6-1) . Bursters can be joined together to 
rupture larger containers. The 55-gallon drum 
requires a minimum of two bursters. The incen
diary burster or bursting charge should be placed 
so as to throw the flame fuel up and out. These 
flame expedients produce some illumination. 
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(2) Contact type. All exploding flame de-
vices can be emplaced for contact detonation as 
improvised flame mines. Sincea lone enemy soldier ·"~ 
usually detonates. a contact device, a 5-gallon oil 
can containing thickened fuel is sufficient. The 
ignition system and the. can itself. may be wound 
tightly with barbed wire for fragmentation ef-
fects (fig 6-6). This weapon is most effective 
when emplaced in the open where obstruction 
will not decrease the fragmentation effect against 
personnel. Best results are obtained when it is 
emplaced in well-camouflaged positions approx
imately 2 meters above the ground in branches 
of trees, bushes, or. hedges. 

(3) _Hasty emplacement For hasty or over
night-type defensive operations (and in the ab
sence of metal containers) , holes may be dug in 
the ground, filled with previously thickened fuel, 
and· fixed with an exploding device. If available, 
plastic containers or any suitable material may 
be used to line the inside and cover hasty flame 
field expedient emplacements. Depending on the 
size of the hole and on the amount of thickened 
fuel and explosive charge used, area covered will 
vary. 

b. Flame Fouga.sses. The flame fougasse is a 
variation of the exploding flame field expedient 
in which the flame is projected by explosive means~____/ 
over a preselected area. The flame fougasse may 
also be used as a controlled weapon or an im
provised flame mine. The container for this weap-
on may take one of several forms ; for example-

( 1) A metal cylinder or a propellant charge 
container (fig 6-7), open at one end, dug in, 
and firmly braced at an angle that will give 
maximum effect over the area selected for at
tack. Where terrain conditions (such as water or 
rocks) prohibit burying the container, it can be 
heavily sandbagged. It will project flame approx
imately 45 meters. 

(2) A 5- to 55-gallon metal container em
placed in a V-trench (fig 6-8). Explosives placed 
behind the container give direction to the burning 
fuel. · 

( 3) A hasty flame f ougasse . (without a 
metal container) for overnight-type defensive 
operations can be constructed in a manner similar 
to that described in (1) and (2) above. The range 
will be slightly reduced, however. 

c. ·Flame Illuminators. A number of flame de
vices may be used to produce limited battlefield 
illumination. All flame field expedients give an··~./ 
initial flash from the detonation and ignition of 



*Figure 6-2. Rescinded. 

~· the thickened fuel. Thickened fuel thrown on 
the ground as a result of the detonation con
tinues to burn for 5 to 10 minutes and provides 
some illumination.· True flame illuminators · are 
constructed to provide extended burning time 
with maximum illumination, although they may 
also produce casualties. Flame illuminators may 
be used for warning as well as illumination by 
contact detonation. Some improvised flame illu
minating devices are discussed below. Others are 
described J.n FM 20-60. 

( 1) A 5- to 55-gallon drum filled· with 
thickened fuel, tightly sealed, and set in a hole 
so that the top is slightly below ground (fig 
6-9) can be used. Coils of detonating cord are 
wound around the inside edge of the top of the 
drum. The coil is tightly tamped with earth. 
When detonated, the cord cuts off the top of 
the drum and a white phosphorus hand grenade 
i'gnites the fuel. It burns for several hours. Time 
of burning can be controlled to some extent by 
the size of the container, by the thickness of the 
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fuel mixture, and by the addition of straw or dirt. 
It cannot be easily extinguished without use of 
specialized firefighting equipment. 

(2) A hasty flame illuminator, to be fired 
within 12 hours after emplacement, can be con
structed by digging. shallow holes or trenches 
in selected avenues of approach, filled with pre
viously thickened fuel, and . fixed with an igniter 
system. 

(3) Water illuminator~ can be set up by 
pouring gasoline, oil, or thickened fuel on the 
&urface of calm water and igniting. 

( 4) Illuminators for defense perimeters can 
be constructed by using No. 10 food cans, empty 
.50 caliber ammunition cans, or similar contain
ers (fig 6-10). The container is half filled with 
sand. and half filled with diesel fuel and covered 
with paper. A trip flare is used to ignite the fuel. 
The containers are strategically em placed (with 
tripwires or wires for remote control) at 50-meter 
intervals within the forward edge of the defensive 
perimeter. Upon activation these illuminators will 
provide some illumination for about 45 minutes. 

55-GALLON· DRUM 

FILLED WITH FUEL 

BLASTING 

CAP 

TWO AND ONE-HALF POUND 

EXPLOSIVE CHARGE 

dtl----_, BLASTING 
CAP 

DETONATING CORD-

WP HAND GRENADE ASSEMBLY 

Figure 6-3. Exploding 55-gallon flame device (explosive charge). 
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15- TO 55-GALLON OIL 

DRUM OR SIMILAR 

CONTAINER FILLED 

WITH THICKENED FUEL 

------------.. 
DETONATING CORD-

WP HAND GRENADE ASSEMBLY 

~ 

BLASTING CAP 

DETONATING CORD 

Figure 6-4. Exploding 55-gallon flame device 
(detonating cord). 

(5) An illuminated signal arrow (fig 6-11) 
consisting ·of a series of us~d individual ration 
cans filled with an equal mixture of diesel fuel 
and JP-4 (or equivalent) fuel may be used. The 
number of cans on the stem of the arrow indicates 
the number of meters/increments to 'the enemy 
location (for example, each can may represent 
100 meters). When a unit is under attack at 
night, the ·cans are arranged (according to air
ground agreement) to form an arrow ·.pointing 
toward the direction from which the position is 
being attacked. The fuel in the cans is then ig
nited. When the situation permits, the cans may 
be arranged on an arrow-shaped· board . mounted 
on a spindle emplaced in the ground. When the 
unit is under attack, the arrow may be rapidly 
pointed in the direction of attack and fuel in the 
cans ignited; This arrow can be clearly seen by 
pilots of supporting aircraft. 

(6) Coating the water of canals, ditches, 
and moats with .petroleum products and then ~ 
command-igniting them ca~ provide an effective 
illuminator and a formidable obstacle. 

*(7) The Husch flare (described in FM 20-
60) is an illumination device that uses the burning 
vapor of thickened flame fuel to provide illum
ination. The Husch-type flare (described below 
and illustrated jn figure 6-11.1) also can provide 

i.·llu. min.ation. ·T.· ~is ·fl. are. is.· as. e. ·a. led m. et. a.I c·o. n.· ta.in·e· r (powder canist r) that is three-fourths full of 
thickened fuel nd has a 1/8- to 3/16-inch hole 
in the top. The . ontainer is placed cap down in 
half of a 55-gall ,n drum that is three-fourths full 
of thickened fuel.I When the fuel in the drum half 
"is ignited, the heat from the burning fuel produces 
vapor' in the powder canister; this vapor is ex
pelled as a burning jet through the hole in the 
powder canister. A reflector assembly made.from 
24-inch culvert should extend about 60 centi... ·>;> 

meters above the top of the rim of the· drum half. 
·· Fuel in· the drum half can be ignited with a. trip 

flare· or WP grenade. This type of· flare, which 
is reusable, will· illuminate an· area with a radius 
of about 50 meters 'for 4 to . 5 hours. If the flare 
is not used immediately, it should· be covered 
with plastic to protect it from the weather. ·~ 

6-4. Firing Devices 

See FM 5-25 for details on electric and nonelectric 
firing systems. 

a. When flame field expedients are to be det
onated electrically, they can be detonated with the 
10-, 50-, or 100-cap blasting machine. Expedients 
can be wired for electrical firing of individual 
devices or selective devices in a group, or for 
simultaneous explosion of an entire group of 
devices. 

- - --·-~-------------'' 
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Figure 6-:5. Fragmentation exploding 55-gallon flame 
device (three M4 bursters) emplaced. 

b. A switchboard permitting selectiv·e firing 
of flame field expedients can be ;improvised from 
a board and nails. The wires for each circuit.are 
tagged for identifica.tion. Firing is accomplished 
by touching the bare leads ·to a battery or other 
electrical power source. The voltage from the 
battery or ·elieotrical power souroe required to 
fire flame field .expedients will depend on the 
eleotrical wiring systems, length of the elecJtrical 
wires, and number of bla:S1ting caps to be fired. 
WD-1/TT communication wire, which is com
monly used, ha,s a high resistance, thereby re
quiring an increase in the power source. 

Note. Altemating current from a TA-3·112 fieid tele-. 
phone will not fire a blasting cap. 

DETONATING CORD -

WP HAND GRENADE 

ASSEMBLY 

FM 20-33 

EXPLOSIVE 

t ~TRIP OR PULL WIRE 

DE:MOLITION FIRING DEVICE ASSEMBLY 

WITH NONELECTRIC BLASTING CAP ____ _ 
-~------· -· -

Figure 6-6. Fragmentation exploding flame device 
(explosive charge or M4 burster). 

c. Standard tripwire firing devices for immed· 
iate or delayed activation may be used. 

d. Electric and nonelectric -blasting caps may 
be used with various oursting and ignition de
vices such as WP grenades, TNT, composition 
C4, detonating cord, igniter-time fuze, and M4 
bursters. 

e. The M4 incendiary burste:r may be :fjred 
either eliectrically or mechanically- by· fuze, blast
ing_ cap, deton~ting cord, or iany standard firing 
device. 

(1) The burster may be fiired by an M206-
A2 dertonating fuze, the firing system discussed 
in FM 15-25, or rthe firing devioe1s diSCUISS·ed in 
FM 5-31. The fuze firing system or the s>tand
ard fiiriing device is screwed into . the thr1ooded · 
hole in the plug so that it projects in the plastic 
burS1ter cup in the top of the inner p}astic 
teitryl :tube. 

(2) Blasting caps (no. 8) or detonating 
cord may be used in a similar.manner. Car1e must 
be taken in both easies to secure the firing de
vice to 1the bottom of the plastic burster cup with 
tape. 

f. Detonating cord for the WP hand grenade 
assembly is the primary means of providing an 
1ignition system to ignite the thickened fuel in 
flame field 1expedients. The assembly· is prepared 
by secuving the fuz~ handle tightly 1Jo the gre
nade body with .tap.e, spreading the fuze cotter 
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METAL CONTAINER FOR 

PISTON OR 

PUSHER PLATE 

8-IN. HOWITZER PROPELLING 

CHARGE 

ELECTRIC BLASTING CAP 

WIRE BROUGHT OUT 

THROUGH HOLE 

,CAUTION: Leadwire insulation 
may be damaged by fue I. 

WP HAND GRENADE ASSEMBLY 

WITH BLASTING CAP 

THICKENED FUEL 

DETONATING CORD, 

3-5 CIRCLES~ FLATTENED 

SIDE BY SIDE 

ENCASED IN PLASTIC BAG 

TO SWITCHBOARD, 

BLASTING MACHINE, 

OR BATTERY 

Figure 6-7. Flame fougasse (howitzer propelling charge container). 

pin tips; and wrapping five to ten turns of 
detonating cord around the grenade body and 
securing the cord with a clov1e hitch. An alter
nate meithod for detonating the WP grenade 
with detonating cord is to place five to ten folds 
of detonating cord side by side on the grenade's 
side, securing the cord with tape. The grenade 
assembly is prepared for firing and installaltion 
by attaching a blasting cap to one end of the 
detonating cord. 

Note. It is not necessary to remov;e the cotter pin to 
permit func1tioning because of symp1athetic detona.tion of 
the girenade burster will rersult from the detoria ting cord. 

6-5. Capabilities and Limitations 
Flame field expedi1en:ts are capable of providing 
an effective deterren:t against enemy personnel 
and vulnerable armor. Careful planning i:s 

·~ 

needed fo insure. the use of sufficient flame 
weapons of ·effective size in the right places. The 
plans must allow .enough time to procure . the 
materials, ass·emble them, and emplace the com
pleted weapons. ·In offensive operations the 5-
gallon exploding flame device, because of its 
·Size and weight, lends itself to rapid installa
tion as a hasty defensive weapon. The 55-gallon 
device requir@s greater logistical effort. Alternate 
means of firing the weapons should be pro
vided to make ce~tain they will function when 
needed. Electriical firing wires may be laid on 
the surface of the ground, but if time permits 
they should be buried at least 18 inches to pre~ 
vent cutting by bombing or artillery and mortar 
firie. When •thickened fuel is us·ed in flame field 
expedients . against personnel in the open, it is 
more effective than unthickened fuel because of 
its greater range and longer burning time. 
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LEVEL 
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(FIVE WRAPS) 
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WP GRENADE TAPED TO STAKE 
(ENGR PICKET) WITH THREE 

•WRAPS OF DETO\TING CORD 

ELHTRIC BLASTING CAP AND 
DETONATING CORD mo INTO 
C4 COMPOSITION EXPLOSIVE 

PIT BEHIND DRUM JUST BIG ENOUGH FOR THREE 
BLOCKS C4 COMPOSITION EXPLOSIVE 

Figu're 8~. Flame fougasse .(55-gallon drum). 

6-6. ;Camouflage 

Maximum casualty effects of explbding flame 
deviGes . depend mn their ·proximity to the enemy 
at the time of detonation. P1ersonnel responsible 
for emplacement of flame. devfoes shquld be well 
qualified in the use of artificial and natural 
camouflage. They should be cap·ablie .of prepar
ing flal)1e field expedient emplacements that will 
not be obvious to an attacker unitil he is well 
within eff ectivie range. 

6-7. Authority To Lay and Activate Flame 
Field Expedients 

The unit commander is responsiblie for use of 
tlame field expedients ·as controlled weapons or 

illumina:tors, and it is under his authordty and 
discretion that controlled-type flame deviceis rnaY 
b~ detonated. He is responsible for emplacement 
and r·emoval of all flame field expedients. If the 
unit emplacing the flame expedients is required 
rto move, that unit commander i.s responsible for 
the removal of the. devices or for the. proper 
transfer of them ito the r·elieving uni,t. Flame 
fiel<i.· expedients when used as imp~ovised flame 
min.es may also be integrated into minefields, in 
which case they must he oonfoolled in the manner 
pr·escrihed for actual mines in FM 20-32. Two 
basic patterns for emplacing exploding flame de-

vices are illusltrated in figure 6-12. 
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DETONATING CORD
WP HAND GRENADE ASSEMBLY 

Figur~ 6-'-9. Flame illuminator (55-gallon drum). 

6-8. Employment 
a. In the Offense. 

(1) Flank security. Flank guard security 
forces may use flame devices when moving ·by 
bounds. 

(2) Security against counterattack. If the 
situation requires a delay before the attack is 
continued, flame field .expedients may be em
placed to assi.st in repelling counterattacks. 

(3) Tunnel clearance. Some types of flame 
field expedients may be used to clear tunnels. 

( 4) Clearance of vegetation. Flame field ex
pedients may be used to r·emo~e vegeta:tion, such 

· as hedgerows, in the path of adv1ancing troops. 
(5) Ambush fire plan. Flame field expedi

ents may be used to supplement the ambush fire 
plan. 

b. In the Defense. 
(1) As security forces withdraw, rthey may 

leave improvised flame mines in approach routes 
forward of the battle position to delay the ene
my's advance. Security echelons may use flame 
devices (with tripwires or remote conrtrol) for
ward of the battle position. If they a.re noit used 
to repel attacks on the position, they may be , 
left to be fired by tripwires. Fl1ame field expedi
ents emplaced f'Orward of the· final protective 
line can caus.e casualties, warn of enemy ap
proach, and illuminate the battlefield during the 
hours of darkness. · 
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(2) Flame field expedients emplaced in 
likely avenues of approach will delay the enemy 
and help to canalize his attack. Thi.s emplace
menrt applies particularly · fo small defiles that 
cannot be blocked by flat trajectory fire or that 
may be too numerous for the number of final 
protective fires allotted. 'To block th.ese ap
roaches properly, flame field expedi1ents 
shoqld be po&itioned in depth so that the 
farthesrt one forward may be fired without ignit
ing the next one. 

(3) Flame devic·es may be located immedl
ately forward of res.erve pl.atoons · and companies 
in likely areas of penetration. In placing thes~ 
weapons, care must be taken for safety of friendly 
troops and positions. 

(4) Flame field expedients are valuable in 
'the def ens·e of rear area installations. In addition 
to their demoralizing and casualty-producing ef
fects, they provide illumination. Semipermanent 
installations may have many emplMed flame 
field expedients ;arranged so tha.t they rnay be 
fired by one man. 

c. In Retrograde Movements. In thes·e move
ments, improvised flame mines may be left . on 
or near roads to. destroy the le~ding el,ements of 
enemy pursuit forces and rto delay succeeding 
pursuers. 
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TRIPWIRE (EMPLACED OR REMOTELY CONTROLLED) 

~ 

DIESEL FUEL 

NO. 10 FOOD CAN OR.SO CALIBER CAN 

~ 

Figure 6-10. Field expedient illuminato·r. 

6-9 .. Requirements for Installation 

Emplaced ffame devices should be 
a. Within the perimeter defens·e barrier and ' 

whenever possible, be covered by supporting 
fire to prevent destruction or removal by the 
enemy. 

b. In the field of observation of the man as
signed to fire them. 

c. Completely wired in, marked, recorded, and 
reported when used as pa.rt of the mine defense 
plan. 

d. Irregular in layout and not 1easily. disclosed 
so that the enemy cannot determine the pa:btern. 

e. Concealed from hostile ground and air ob
servaition to maintain surpvise and minimize de-

struction by enemy long-range weapons. ,They 
should be sited for maximum protection from 
fire. 

f. Compatible with natural obstades and ar
ranged to obtain overlapping flame dispersion 
that cannot be bypassed or outflanked. 

g. Coordinated with other elements of the de
fens1e in the planned fire support. 

h. Used in sufficient numbers to be effective 
for the purpose intended. 

i. Planned to permit the passage of friendly 
patrols and vehicles. 

j. Checked periodically tb make certain that the 
firing system is functional and the explosives and 
fuel have not deteriorated. 
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C-RATION CANS FILLED WITH DIESEL FUEL AND JP4 

Figure 6-11. Field expedient illuminated signal arrow. 

6-10. Filling and Storage 
Exploding flame devices and other flame field 
expedients should be prepared ,and stored as ·far 
forward as possible. This minimizes the labor 
involved in bringing them up to using units and 
reduces the amount of fuel that will be Jost by 
evaporation and deter:ioratfon. 

6-11 . Safety Precautions 
Components of flame :field expedients are both 
explosiive and flammable. Care should be exer-

6-10 

cised during transport, assembly, and installation 
to avoid accidental detcmation or ignition. Pl1ac~ 
ing an ~lectrical shunt.'.in the circuit wiII prevent 
sympathetic detonation of the munition (such as 
may be caused by electrical storms or low flying 
aircraft). For ·additional information on mine 
safety, see FM 2ff.;..32. For information concern
ing the use of ele.ctric a.nd detonating cord firing 

, systems, see .FM 5--25 and ·TM 9~ 1345-200. For 
safety precautions on use of thickened fuels, see 
TM 3-366. 

t!-• 
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EXPLODING 
FLAME.DEVICE 

NOTE: 

TRIPWIRE 

PARALLEL EMPLtCEMENT 

ENEMY FORCES 

FRIENDLY FORCES 

TRIANGLE EMPLACEMENT 

BECAUSE THERE ARE BUT 51M OF TRIPWIRE ISSUED 
WITH FIVE OF .THE FUZES, WHERE 93M ARE REQUIRED 
FOR PROPER EMPLACEMENT OF FIVE UNITS, SUBSTITUTE MA
TERIAL FOR TRIPWIRES MUST BE USED. IT IS SUGGESTED 
THAT TELEPHONE WIRE BE USED BECAUSE OF ITS DARK 
COLOR, AVAILABILITY, AND CASUAL APPEARANCE. TELE
PHONE WIRE MAY ALSO BE USED AS A LANYARD ATTACHED TO 
THE TRIPWIRE AND RUN BACK TO A FIRING BUNKER. 

Figure 6-12. Useful nonstandard emplace1nent patterns for improvised 
5;,.gallon flame field expedients. 
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,CHAPTER 7 

AIR FLAME 10PERAnONS 

7-1. General 
This chapter provides personnel engaged in 
planning air support operations with information 
necessary. to request the integration of air flame 
weapons with ground operartions. These fire .. 
producing munitions, properly used, can inflict 
great damage. 

7-2. Types of Weapons 
Air flame weapons consist of two types: fire
bombs and incendiary bombs. Fiirebombs are used 
primarily by elements of the t 1actical aJir force 
to support ground oper.ations. Incendci.ary bombs 
are generally used by the straitegic ,air force to 
attack strategic or deep targets thay may affect 
ground operations. The it1actieal air force may 
also deliver incendi!ary bombs. Ffoebombs and 
incendiary bombs are described below. 

a. Firebomb~ The firebomb (fig 7-1) is a 
cigar-shaped, thin-casing tank fined with thick
ened gasoline. When assembled and ready for 
use, -it consists of the tank, two igniters, two 
fuzes, and an arming system. Fighter, figMer
bomber, and other aircraft may carry from two 
to eleven bombs under the wings. On impact, 
the bomb produces a fireball (fig '7-2) and 
spreads thickened fuel over an elliptical area 
that varies wi1th the speed of delivery and size 
of the bomb. The fireball is usually of short 
duration, about 5 seconds, with intense heat; the, 
fuel may burn about 5 minutes, depending upon 
the !type of impact, with reducing intensity. 
Secondary fires may be started in the area. Fire- ' 
bombs in the following sizes are available: 

Size 
(1><>unds) 

750 -----------------------
'500 -----,.-----,-------------
2'50 -----------------------

Capaeity 
(gallons) 

100/110 
615/75 

38 

Expected 
burn pattern 

(meters) 

122 x 2;3 
61 x 24 
53 x 26 

b. Ir,wendiary Bomb. An incendiary bomb is a 
cluster of small bomblets that contain incendiary 

material (fig 7-3). The cluster opens at a pre
determined altitude to spread the bomblets over 
the target area to start a number of individual 
fires. The size and weight of the bomblet .affect 
its ability to penetrate a targert and determine 
what type cl ustter is selected to, attack a specified 
target. The bombleits may contaiin thermate, 
magnesium, or an oil and metal incendiary mix-
ture. , 

7-3. Firebomb Targets and Effects 
a. Targets. The following are suitable targets 

for firebo.mbs: 
(l) Concentrations of troops in ··the open, 

stationary, or on the march. 
(2) Vehicles, including armor in vulnerable 

posture. 
(3) Weapon positions, 1including missile 

launching sites. 
( 4) Supply or equipment concentrations. 
(5) Command posts. 
( 6) Closely defended roadblocks. 
('7) Fortifications or strongpoints. 
( 8) Air warning and radar installations. 
(9) Airfields and aircraft. 

(10) Bridges and tunnels occupied by per
sonnel. 

b. Effects. Although firebombs do noit have 
the great ,explosive and fragmentation .effects of 
HE bombs, they do produce . similar effects to 
some degree (fig 7-4). When a firebomb hits 
the target, it· is traveling . only slightly slower 
than the aircraft because of the low altitude of 
release. The shattering impaC!t of the bomb 
on the target may p:mduce some incidental frag- • 
mentation effects; however, the impact of the 
flame fuel on the target can produce structural 
dama~e. 

(1) Personnel; Unprotected personnel are 
extremely vulnerable to firebomb attacks; how
ever, those within a shelter such as a bunker, 
cave, or pillbox could possible survive. Person
nel in armored vehicles may become casua:lities 
if the burning fuel is drawn into or leaks into 
these vehicles. Casualty ef:focts upon protected 
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Figure 7-1. BLU /C/B 750-pound firebomb. 

Figure 7-2. Detonated firebomb. 

personnel will be confined mostly to suffocation 
due 1to lack. of oxygen :and the phychological im
pact brought on by man's fea.r of fire. 

(2) V eh?'.cles rt,nd weapons. Firebombs can 
be effecrtive against enemy vehicles, weapons, and 
armor in vulnerable posture. The ability of the 
thic~ened fuel to cling to the target 1and continue 

7-2 

to burn can produce damaging .effects upon the 
target for prolonged periods of time following 
the actual attack 

(3) Structures. Firebombs are effective 
against many types of buildings. They are not 
effective a.giainst reinforced concrete buildings. 
They have Limited effect on tunnel1s, most 

··~· 
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Figure 7_,.3, M74-type incendiary bornbs, 5710 .. pound bomblets in M35 cluster. 

bridges, and fortified positions, although they 
~ ~c·lm effectively neutralize personnel occupying 

thes:e positions. Firebombs delivered .by high 
speed aircraft can produce structural damage' to 
fortifications and buildings. This damage 'is 
caused by the impact of the liquid fuel on the 
target rather than by the burning fuel. Lightly 
built dwellings and f aCJtorie.s in some theaters 
make excellent firebomb targets; Most of these 
buildings are made of wood, plaster, and stmw, 
which burn ea:sily. 

( 4) Aircraft and air installations. Fire
bombs will set fire to combustible parts, oil sup
plies, and material ait air installations. Radar and 
radio equipment can be burned and damaged by 
thehea:t. 

( 5} Noncombustibles .. · Machinery and tools 
that a:re not combustible can he tWiiisted out of 
shape by the heirut or have their temper dest.royed. 

(6) Asphalt and other composition mater{
als. Firebombs will set fire to asphalt; nylon, 
rayon, and similar materials. 

7-4. Incendiary ·Bomb Targets and Effects 

a. Targets. Incendia.ries may be used with oither 
type munitions employed in air attacks. The fol
lowing are suitable targets for incendiary bomb 
attacks in support of ground operation_s: 

(1) Troops and weapons loca1ted in a oom
bustible area. 

(2} Shelters, vehicles, or supplies of a com
bustible nature or located in a .combustible area. 

( 3) Airfields, aircraft, and missile iaunch
ing sites. 

( 4) Facilities that support enemy opera
tions. These targets may be tactical 'or strartegic 
in nature and include supply ipsitiaHations, fac
tories, repair facilities, docks and shipping facil
i1t1ies, powerpfants, mines, railroad facilities, 
urban · areas, and communi~ations centers. 

b. Effects~ 

.{l) Structures. Wooden stru0tures are nat
urally more vulnerable to incendiary bomb attack 
than other more durable materials such as con
crete, 1st.eel, or stone. When incendiary bombs are 
employed against built-up areas, they may.· cause 
seqondary fires. Unless these secondary fires are 
controlled, they rhay result in the crea1tion of a 
fire storm. In buildings partially constructed of 
steel or concn:~te, primary fires ·are di'ff icult to 
sfart unless the contents of the buildings are 
flammable. Even though the contents of the 
building may ·be flammable, the opportunity for 
fire. to spread is severely limited. Nevertheless, if 
the .·flammable contents of steel structures are 
ignited, enough heat may be generated ito warp 
and bend the metallic structures and in some 
cases to melt the metal. Extreme heiat causes con
crete and stone to crack or break. In extreme 
heat, mortar disintegrates and may cause brick 
or masonry construction to crumble. 
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Figure 7-4. Effects of a firebomb attack. 
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(2) Personnel. To be effective as antiperson
nel weapons, incendiary bombs must be used in 
sufficient quantities to overcome existing fire de
fense measures. Therefore, the obj.ect is to sur
round the personnel with a "wall of fire" to 
create ;intense heat and to exhaust. oxygen sup
plies in inclosed spaces. Area bombing. must be 
used to accomplish this. In 'contrast, predsion 
bombing is used if the target is purely industrial 
in nature. Incendiary bombing in the. open is. not 
practical except against massed personnel. In 
this situation, mass use and surprise are the two 
most important considerations. 

7-5. Target Analysis 

Target analysis to determine the vulnerability of 
a target to firebomb or incendiary bo~b attack 
is a function of the fire support element. The 
analysis includes a consideration of weather, ter
rain, combustibility of the 1target, p:enetrability 
of the target, and fire-reducing factors in the 
target area (to include fire defense). The target 
analysis results in the selection of the proper 
munition to achieve the desired effects. The Air 
Force determines the method of delivering the 
munitions. Army personnel engaged in air sup
port operations recommend targets whose de
struction or damage will assist ground opera
tions. 

7--6. Principles of Employment of Air Flame 
Weapons 

a. Firebombs. The employment of firebombs 
conforms to the general principles governing the 
use of any air munition. The target must be 
vulnerable whether the bombs are used in sup
port of offensive or defensive operations. Fire
bombs can be effective in the defense to repal 
enemy·mass attack. 

( 1) Surprise. Firebomb strikes are more ef
fective if delivered unexpectedly when the enemy 
is least prepared for the attack or counter
measure. Information pertaining to flame capa•. 
bility of air support elements should be kept 
from the enemy. 

(2) Mass. The number of bombs used must 
be sufficient to complete the mission. When 
firebombs are used in support of defensive 
ground operations, mass delivery of them on at
tacking troops can disrupt the attack. 

(3) Coordination. Coordination of fire
bomb missions with friendly troop commanders 
is mandatory. · 
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~4) Simplicity. Plans and orders for the em
-ployment of firebombs should be as simple as 
possible to reduce misunderstanding and con
fusion. 

b. Incendiary Bombs. The employment of in
cendiaries should conform to the general prin
ciples go,~erning the use of any air munition. 
Consideration must be given to the flammability 
of the ~arget and its contents, the amount of am
munition required to insure effective saturation 
of the target area, the effectiveness of fire de
fense measures and methods of combating those 
measures, and the probable losses· of friendly 
aircraft to antiaircraft fire and fighter intercep
tors. 

( 1) Surprise. Every effort should be made 
to strike when the enemy is least prepared. In
formation concerning flight courses and bomb
ing altitudes must be denied the enemy. 

(2) Mass. The number of bombs used on 
the target must be sufficient to effectively com
plete· the mission. 

· (3) Coordination. Normally, on a str'ategic 
mission, coordination with allies is required; on 
a tactical mission, ·coordination with friendly 
troop commanders is mandatory. 

( 4) Simplicity. Plans and orders for the em
ployment of incendiaries should be as simple as 
possible to reduce misunderstanding· and con
fusion. 

7-7. 10biectives 
The basic objective of firebombs and incendiary 
bombs in tactical operations is to kill, injure, 
neutralize, and demoralize. A secondary but ex
tremely important objective is to destroy or dam
age materiel and facilities. 

7-8. ·Bombing Techniques 
a. Firebombs.. Firebombs employed in close 

support are delivered by visual strike methods. 
The angle and speed of drop tend to impart a 
flamethrower effect to the bomb. Radar and other 
electronic techniques may be used where safety 
conditions permit. 

b. Incendiary Bombs. Incendiary bombs used 
in support of ground operations may be delivered 
by the low altitude bomb aiming systems (LABS) 
technique, by electronic control means, by visual 
techniques; or by high altitude bombers. 
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7...;.9. Air 'Requests 

Requests for air flame weapons are processed 
through the Army air-ground system . for pre
planne~ targets ·or through . the US Air Force 
tactical air control system for immediate targets. 
See FM 100-26 for additional information on the 
air-ground operations system. 

7-10. Target Designation 

Targets must be accurately located and de
scribed so that a determination can be made of 
the force, armament, and equipment required. 
The priority of the target is also indicated. 

7-11 • Coordination 

Information concerning a planned air attack 
must be coordinated and disseminated. The air 
attack plan is coordinated with ground fires and 
with the plan of maneuver. When used in joint 
operations, ground and air forces function as com
ponents of a single team in planning and exe
cuting the mission. This coordination includes 
safety measures for friendly aircraft and troops 
and must extend through all echelons of the air
ground operation. Firebomb attacks in conjunc
tion with ground troop assaults must be care·
fully timed, coordinated, and controlled. 

7-12. Exploitation of Air Attack 

The duration of ef:Dects of ai.r flame attack is 
relatively short. Ground forces must aggressively 
exploit thes1e effects according to the planned 
scheme of maneuver. 

7-13. Army Aviation Delivery of Flame 
Field Expedients 

a. General. Army helicopters can be used· ef
fectively to deliver flame field 1expedients. Many 
devices can be prepared, the limitation being the 
imagination of the personnel preparing them. 
Two methods used successfully for the delivery 
of 55-gallon drums are the sling-loaded clover
leaf and cargo-rn~t loads. Both methods are ex
tremely responsive to the needs of the ground 
commander when these loads are prepackaged 
and prepositioned in the area of operations. Any 
utility or cargo helicopter can be diverted to 
pickup points and can deliver flam,e expedients 
on. targ,et within minutes, whereas conventional 
delivery methods sometimes .require several 
hours. 
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(l) Sling-loaded cloverleaf. Tie two 55-
gallon drums of aviation gas (AVGAS) together 
with one drum of JP-4 fuel. Attach standard 
sling for external loading. Affix one or niore 
thermate grenades (or trip flares) to each drum 
with tripwires attached to another drum. Airlift 
by helicopter to target area and drop on target 
from sufficient altitude to guarantee drum 
breakage on impact· and drum separation in order 
to igriite the grenades. Upon impact, the drums 
will break open and spill fuel, mixing the 
A YGAS and JP-4 on the ground. Separation of 
any· one of the ·drums from the· bundle will 
cause at least one grenade to ignite. Failure to 
separate and ignite can be overcome by ·firing 
tracer ammunition, rockets, 40-mm grenades, or 
any other explosiv1e ordnance into the fuel. 

(2) Cargo-net load. Place up to twenty 55-
gallon drums of thickened fuel . in a cargo net. 
Affix one end of the net to the aircraft, and the 
other end· to the. cargo hook. From altitude and 
whHe in a near-hover condition, center. the air
craft over the target and release the cargo hook. 
The drums will saturate the targ,et area· with 
"wet" fuel upon impact. ·Ignition is accomplished 
by ground personnel, by _thermate grenades from 
the drop aircraft, or by air-delivered ordnance 
from an escort aircraft. This is a safe method 
in that flame munitions dropped too close 
to friendly troops do not have to be ignited until 
the troops are withdrawn to a .safe distance. In 
this. case ignition is the responsibility of the 
ground commander. 

b. Emplacement of Flame Devices. In a de
fensive position, Army aircraft can be used ef
fectively to expedite emplacement of flame de
vices which are (because of weight or mass) too 
cumbersome for easy handling by men on foot 
or in vehicles. Flame field expedient devices, 
such as shown in chapter 6, can easily he loaded 
externally and carried to preselected sites for 
emplacement. 

7-14. Safety 

Measures must be taken to protect friendly air
craft and troops. Targets must be properly 
identified before they are attacked. Ground 
force commanders coordinate these attacks 
through advice and assistance of· the air liaison 
officer of their headquarters or through forward 
air control teams. Any one or a combination of 
the control methods listed in b below will assist 
pilots in close support fire bombing. 
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a. Safety for friendly aircraft can be accom
plished by the use of electronic identification 
devices, identification and . recognition training, 
and radio authentication codes, and by the use of 
proper methods of engaging the target. 

b. -Safety for friendly ground troops includes
( l) Control provided by the tactical air con

trol party. 
(2) Reference to grids or coordinates on 

photographs or maps. 
(3) Reference to nearby landmarks or ter

rain features readily discernible to the pilot. 
( 4) Us·e of radar or electronic guidance 

equipment available through the Air Force 
tactical air control system. 
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(5) Use of spotter afrcraft to designate the 
target. 

( 6) Use of any one or a combination of the 
above methods to guide an airborne forward air 
controller to the target, who, in turn, directs at
tacking aircraft to the target. 

(7) Use of white or colored smoke shells 
when firing artillery or mortars. 

(8) Use of artillery or mortar illuminating 
shells at night. 

(9) Use of colored panels or colored smoke 
grenades to assist in the guidance of attacking 
aircraft into the target area and . to identify 
friendly positions. 
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CHAPTER 8 

DEFENSE AGAINST FLAME· 

8--1. General 

*Troops must be made to understand that the in
dividual soldier can protect himself from flame. 
The most effective individual defense is to keep 
particles of burning fuel off the person by means 
of cover. Items - of individual equipment offer 
protection against burning fuel. F'oxholes and 
weapon positions can be modified to- afford pro
tection against any flame attack except a direct 
hit by a firebomb. See FM 5-15 for details on 
construction of foxholes and weapon positions. 
The application of proper individual measures 
plus aggressive unit defenses can make an enemy 
flame attack relatively' ineffective. 

8-2. Individual Protection 

Individuals should be instructed to-

a. Use any available cover when a flame at
tack appears imminent. Foxholes and prepared 
positions are the most satisfactory, but shell holes 
and small -depressions .assist in reducing the haz
ards of burning fuel and offer some protection. 
If time permits, overhead cover should be used. 
A field jacket pulled up over the head and covering 
any exposed skin (such as face, neck, or hands) 
offers some protection against direct burns. 

b. Remain covered with- no skin exposed until 
after the flame bomb has burst in the ·vicinity 
and then throw -off the cover and remove any 
burning particles _from their clothing. 

c. Use any of the following items of equipment 
for protection against burning fuel: 

(1). Two thicknesses of the shelter half will 
hold burning fuel for more than 10 secondS. 

(2) The field jacket and issue blanket offer 
almost the same protection when used as fox
hole covers. 

(3) Tent canvas and truck tarpaulins that 
·~ have been treated with fire-resistant material will 

withstand direct hits with burning fuel and will 
hold the burning particles long enough (more than 

30 seconds) for personnel to escape from the fox
hole. 

*d. Use foxhole covers improvised of brush. 
With -as little as 5 centimeters •of- earth on top, 
these covers will withstand burning fuel. 

Warning: The plastic or rubber-coated poncho 
should not be used as overhead cover because it 
will melt and adhere to the skin, causing injury 
or burns. 

8-3. Training 

*a. Thorough troop indoctrination in _ the 
enemy's flame capabilities and limitations is es
sential. Proper mental conditioning, which leaves 
the individual soldier with the conviction that 
ground flame attacks can be repulsed, is the pri
mary consideration in teaching ·defensive tactics. 
Commanders responsible forthe training of troops 
must continually emphasize the difficulties the 
enemy will encounter in_ carrying -out successful 
flame missions. 

b. Stress-is _placedon the following: 

( 1) The amount of coordination required 
by the enemy to prepare for an attack. 

(2) The difficulties Of maintaining the ini
tiative and the probable lack of control during 
the attack. 

(3) Limitations of the flame weapon. 

( 4) Susceptibility to - failure of the entire 
flame threat through destruction of key person
nel or vehicles before they reach firing range. 

( 5) The high degree of accuracy necessary 
against small, well-camouflaged ports, even if the 
gunner should reach an assaulting position. 

c. Troops must be trained to recognize enemy 
flame equipment and to recognize any indica
tions that the enemy is preparing for a flame 
attack. Training also includes the enemy's tech
nique of flame employment. Troops are alerted 
to preparations the enemy may make before the 
flame attack. By knowing these, friendly troops 
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can anticipate the attack and prepare to defend 
against it. 

8-4. Troop Attitude 
a. The troop ·attitude is a paramount factor in 

the successful repulsion of a flame attack. A de
termined troop effort that incorporates a calm, 
calculating, and aggressive attitude is needed to 
destroy the flame threat. 

b. One of the greatest dangers of a firebomb 
attack is its psychological impact, which may de
moralize troops and cause them to defend their 
positions inadequately. Troops should be trained 
in defensive measures against firebomb attacks. 
These include the same measures prescribed for 
defense against other forms of air attack. 

8-5. Mutually Supporting Defensive 
Positions 

a. The best defense against both portable and 
mechanized flamethrower attacks is offensive 
action. Flamethrowers and their operating ·per
sonnel should be destroyed before they .get within 
effective range of their intended target. Mutually 
supporting defensive positions offer substantial 
assurance that this objective can be attained. 
Commanders responsible for the organization of 
defensive positions must pay particular attention 
to terrain in defilade of each position and to posi
tions that offer some concealment from the at
tack. Positions in defilade often prove to be the 
best avenues of approach for the flamethrower 
gunner. Def ending personnel should be warned 
that the attacker may prepare cover and conceal- · 
ment by using smoke or by using artillery or 
mortars. to create shell craters leading to his 
selected assault positions. 

*b. After it has been definitely established that 
a flame attack is about to be or has been launched, 
all personnel should be notified to fire on the 
attacking flamethrowers when they. are within 
range. Reconnaissance by fires of supporting 
weapons can be effective in deterring the flame 
attack only if the general area of the flamethrower 
is known. 

c. Personnel in foxholes, slit trenches, and other 
positions located near the intended target can be 
used effectively against a flamethrower attack. 
After the preliminary bombardment and when 
the flamethrowers come within range, these per:.. 
sonnel must act quickly with rifle fire, grenades, 
or antitank weapons. 

d. At the time of the actual flame attack, per.: 
sonnel under attack must take cover in available 
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shelter. If caught in the open (with no shelter 
immediately available), troops are best protected 
by running at right angles to the direction of"'~/ 
fire or at right angles to the direction of flight 
of.the attacking planes. 

8-6. Use of Supporting Fires 
Supporting artillery and mortars and supporting 
air should be informed immediately of the loca
tion of enemy flame · weapons. Destruction of 
these weapons has high priority in the fire plans 
of direct support artillery and mortars. Reinforc
ing artillery and mortar fires should be called 
for when large numbers of enemy weapons are 
participating in the attack. The maximum rate of 
fire is maintained (when the target is a mecha;. 
nized flamethrower) until the threat of the. at
tack is eliminated. Precision adjustment for the 
complete destruction of the flamethrower should 
follow when the vehicle is only damaged. 

8-7. Passive Defense Measures 
The best passive defense measure against flame 
is a foxhole or other shelterwith overhead cover. 
The effectiveness of shelters against flame can 
be improved by the steps outlined below. They 
should be accomplished as the tactical situation 
and time permit. 

a. Barriers·. Artificial barriers (such as doors, 
false walls, or curtains) or· natural barriers (such 
as curving passageways in caves or tunnels, side 
pockets, or protruding rock formations) within 
fortifications provide protection against ricochet
ing 'blobs of flame fuel, the blast of flame, and 
hot gases. In foxholes and fortifications, blan
kets or shelter halves afford some protection, 
particularly if they are wet and are used to cover 
the position or entrances to it. Standard clothing 
and sleeping equipme~t also off er some personal 
protection. 

b. Ventilation. Casualty effects of flame are 
reduced in well-ventilated positions. Command-. 
ers must decide whether to prescribe additional 
ventilation based on the possibility of flame at
tack as compared to attack by small ·arms, gre
nades, and other weapons. Holes may be opened 
in houses or basements by blasting; holes may 
have to be provided in deliberate fortifications. 
Increased ventilation does not prevent the tem
porary neutralization of the position while it is 
under flame attack. 

c. Camo~fiage and Dispersion. Despite the 
value of individual cover, camouflage and dis- \'-----/ 
persion are also important · elements in the de-



fense against flame. The defense against flame 
attacks is strengthened by-

( 1) Selecting positions that do not possess 
obvious natural or isolated features. 

(2) Dispersing the unit within the selected 
position. 

(3) Using dum:rp.y positions to confus·e the 
enemy as to the true target. 

( 4) Enforcing proper camouflage discipline, 
to make difficult the enemy selection of aiming 
points. 
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8-8. FirstAid 
The first-aid treatment of burns and shock, as 

currently taught to combat personnel, applies in 

the· treatment of flame casualties. The emergency 

measures for the treatment of personnel suffer

ing from carbon monoxide poisoning and lack of 

oxygen are fresh air and resuscitation. 
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APPENDIX B 

PORTABLE FLAMETHROWER GUNNERY 

Section I. TRAINING 

S-1 ·. ·General 

a. Before firing a portable flamethrower, a 
soldier must receive certain preliminary training. 
He should have at least a general knowledge of 
the functioning of the weapon and be familiar 
with the servicing and maintenance procedures 
involved in preparing it for use. He must under
stand the firing procedure for the particular type 
of flamethrower he will be firing as "Well as the 
correct principles of aiming and positions. He 
should be familiar with all safety features of the 
weapon and with safety precautions to be taken 
before, during, and after firing. 

b. Schedul~s and lesson outlines for training 
portable flamethrower gunners are described in 
Army Subject Schedules 3-3 and 3-10. Details of 
functioning, servicing, and maintenance are de
scribed in the technical manuals pertaining to the 
particular type of portable flamethrower. Fuel 
mixing and evaluation are described in TM 3-
366. Safety precautions and firing :ranges are 
discussed in AR 385-63. 

*c· Although the procedures discussed in the 
following paragraphs of this appendix are for 
the M2Al-7 portable flamethrower, the princi
ples involved are also applicable to the M9-7 and 
M9Al-7 portable flamethrowers. 

B-2. Firing Procedure for the M2A 1-7 
Portable Flamethrower 

a. Adjusting the Carrier. Before beginning a 
flame mission, insure that the carrier is adjusted 
so that the tank group will ride as comfortably 
as possible on your back. Check to see that the 
lacing which holds the carrier to the tank group 
is tight enough to keep the metal tank group 
from irritating your back. Adjust the shoulder 
straps so that the tank group rides high, but 
not so tight that they restrict blood circulation 
in your arms. The body strap should be tight 
enough to prevent the tank group from bounc-

ing excessively when you run. Check to see that 
the quick releasing fasteners function properly. 

b. Placing the Flamethrower on the Back. If 
there is someone nearby to help, have him lift 
the flamethrower while you put your arms into 
the straps. If there is no one to help, place the 
flamethrower upright ·on the ground, sit. down 
with your back against the carrier, and then put 
your arms into the straps. To get up, hold the 
gun group by the barrel with your right hand 
and roll over on your left knee, pushing up 
with your left hand. Be careful that you do not 
accidentally sque@e either the trigger or the fuel 
valve lever. 

c. Opening the Pressure Tank Valve. The pres
sure tank valve controls the ft.ow from the pres
sure tank to the fuel tanks. This valve should be 
opened slowly to lessen the possibility of.malfunc
tion and in combat situations should be opened 
before the gunner gets within hearing range of 
the enemy, since the compressed air or nitrogen 
makes a hissing sound when it flows into the fuel 
tanks ... However, the valve should not be opened 
too soon, because the compressed air or nitrogen 
may drain off through small leaks in the pressure 
system. Open the pressure· valve all the way to 
allow the compressed air or nitrogen to ft.ow to the 
fuel tanks easily. Wait until the hissing sound 
stops before attempting to fire the flamethrower. 

d. Firing. 

(1) Controlling the fuel. The fuel is con
trolled by the fuel valve lever. Jn, order to oper
ate this lever, depress the valve safety lever 
at the same time. The ignition grip of the M7 
gun group can be rotated and adjusted to suit 
the gunner. Be sure to depress the fuel valve lever 
all the way or else the fuel may not escape from 
the gun with sufficient force to reach the target. 
Release the fuel valve lever as soon as the fuel 
is exhausted. You can tell when the fuel is ex
hausted by a definite change of sound. 
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(2) Controlling the ignition. Fuel ignition 
is controlled by the ignition lever. On the M7 
gun group, you cannot depress the ignition lever 
unless you depress the ignition safety lever at the 
same time. Several techniques are used to ignite 
the fuel. You may desire to wet the target with 
fuel before you ignite it. In this case, first de
press the fuel valve lever, allowing the unignited 
fuel to go to the target. Then ignite the fuel. by 
firing an ignited burst at the target. Normally, 
you will depress the ignition lever first and then 
the fuel valve lever one or two seconds later to 
ignite and project the fuel to the target. There 
are five charges in the ignition cylinder. Each of 
these charges will burn for 8 to 12 seconds. In 
very cold weather or when using a poor grade of 
fuel, it may be necessary to use two or more 
charges at the same time in order to ignite the 
fuel. This can be accomplished by depressing' the 
ignition lever, releasing it, and depressing it 
again for each additional charge which the gun
ner wishes to fire from the ignition cylinder. 

e. Post-Firing Actions. 

( 1) Remove the ignition· cylinder. After the 
firing mission is completed, remove the ignition 
cylinder in the following sequence: 

(a) Point the gun at the ground until the 
ignition shield has cooled. 

( b) Press the nozzle shield latch. 
( c) Unscrew the nozzle shield and allow 

the ignition cylinder to fall out. (Care must be 
taken to keep the hands away from the front of 
the cylinder.) 

( d) Save partly used cylinders for future 
use or expend them by firing them from the gun 
after the fuel tanks have been emptied. 

(2) Close the pres·sure tank valve. If addi
tional shots are to be fired before refilling or 
recharging, close the pressure tank valve by turn
ing the valve handle clockwise to conserve re
maining pressure. 

( 3) Release the pressure in the pressure 
tank. If no additional shots are to be fired be
fore refilling and recharging, . open the pressure 
tank valve by turning the handle counterclock
wise. Point the gun in a safe direction and blow 
out the remaining fuel and pressure by squeez
ing the fuel valve lever and valve safety lever 
until there is no further discharge. (Do not use 
the ignition lever during this operation.) Then 
close the pressure tank valve to keep foreign 
matter out of the pressure system. 
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( 4) Remove the tank group. Carefully re
move the tank group from your back. This can 
be done most easily by sitting or squatting with 
your back to a tree stump, fiat rock, packing 
box, or other object; releasing the body and 
shoulder straps; ahd easing the tank group 
from the back. A void dropping equipment as 
this may damage it. 
. *(5) Open the bleeder valves. After you re

move the· tank group, open both bleeder valves 
to make certain that there will be no further 
buildup of pressure in the fuel tanks. Unless 
you open these valves, the pressure may build up 
because of a leaking pressure tank valve or be
cause of the heating and expansion of air inside 
the fuel tanks. (To bleed pressure from the 
M9Al-7 flamethrower, turn fuel tanks upside 
down-resting on plastic cover-and bleed pres
sure through the gun.) 

Caution: Do not disconnect the gun group 
from the"' tank group while there is pressure in 
the fuel tanks. 

(6) Perform after-firing maintenance. In
spect, clean, and servfoe the flamethrower as 
described in TM 3-1040-204-14 for after-firing 
maintenance. 

B-3. Positions 

a. Gwneral. You can fire the flamethrower from 
any ·position that permits sufficient freedom to 
aim the weapon, subject to the following con- . 
ditions: 

(1) During firing, the .bottoms of the fuel 
tanks must always be substantially lower than 
the tops. Tanks must not be tilted to either 
side; otherwise, only a small part .of the fuel 
will be blown from the tanks. 

(2) Stability must be sufficient to withstand 
the recoil from the gun. 

(3) Full advantage should be taken of such 
cover and concealment as shell craters and vege
tation. 

b. Standing Position. The portable flamethrower 
is most often fired from the standing position 
(fig B-1) . To assume the standing position, grasp 
the fuel vaJve lever grip with your right hand 
and the ignition lever and ignition safety lever 
with your left hand. Face the target and execute 
a half right face; then step toward the target 
with your left foot so that your feet are 
a comfortable distance apart and your left ··~ 
foot is pointed in the general direction of 

• 
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the target. Lean forward slightly and press 
your right elbow against your side to brace 
against ·the recoil. Keep the gun about waist 
high and your head up so that you can watch 
the target. 

c. Kneeling Position. Use the kneeling posi
tion (fig B-2) when you do not expect· to moye 
to a different firing location rapidly and you 
desire to minimize exposure to . the enemy; To 
assume the kneeling position, grip the gun in 
the same manner as for the standing position. 
Kneel on your right knee . with your left foot 
forward and pointingin the general direction of 
the target. Lean forward slightly, ·bracing your 
left elbow on your left knee and pressing your 

Figure B-1. Firing from the standing position. 
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Figure B~. Firing from the kneeling position. 

right elbow against your side to brace against 
the recoil. Keep your head up so that you can 
watch the target. 

d. Prone Position. Use the prone position 
· (fig B-3) when you desire to take maximum, ad
vantage of a small amount of cover or conceal
ment. To assume the prone position, grip the 
gun in the same manner as for the standing posi
tion. Lie with your head toward the. target. and 
your body generally alined with the target. 
Brace both elbows on the ground to absorb the 
recoil. Keep your head up so that you can watch 
the target. 

B-4. Aiming 
Sin0e there ar'e no sights on the gun, yoff must 

·aim by estimation. After the first burst reaches 
the target, quickly adjust the gun so that most 
of the fuel hits the target. When employing the 
flamethrower against fortified positions, be sure 
that the flame enters the opening (gun ports, 
firing slits, ventilation holes, or doorways). 
Flame on the outside has little effect on the 
personnel within. With practice, you should be 
able to direct the flame into small openings 
with the initial burst. 
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Figure B-s. Firing from the prone position. 

Section II. GUNNERY TECHNIQUE:s 

B-5. Fundamentals 

The point of attack from which flame will be 
discharged against the target should be indi
cated on the ground to the flamethrower gun
ner. Three fundamental gunnery techniques in
volved in successful flame efforts, especially 
against point targets, are as follows: 

a. Initially the flame rod should be fir.ed onto 
the ·top of the target and immediately depressed 
into the target. By being over the target with 
the first burst, the gunner is assured he is within 
range, and the target is not temporarily obscured 
for well-sighted and rapid subsequent b~rsts. 
A short burst may cause the· firer to believe he 
is on the target because the billow of flame at 
the point of impact may obscure the target. 

b. Once on the target, the gunner should use 
sufficient flame to accomplish the mission within 
limitations of the weapon. He may fire one long 
continuous burst or short bursts, at his discre
tion. 

c. Bursts should be delivered from a station
ary position. Movement decreases accuracy and 
endangers the flamethrower gunner. Fire, vapor, 
and unburned fuel may ·blow back toward the 
gunner when he is advancing rapidly and firing 
with unthickened fuel. 

B-6. Accuracy 

Flame can be fired with accuracy through small 
apertures. The degree of accuracy required de-

pends upon the target. For lethal effect against 
personnel in the open or jri wen~ventilated forti
fications, flame must. be· directed with a high 
degree of accuracy. Personnel in, a poorly venti
lated incl.osure may . be subjected .. to a general 
blanketing with no particular regard for pinpoint 
accuracy, anq casualties may be expected. 

·B-7. Traversed Bursts 
a. The flamethrower, . when using thickened 

fuel, can be traversed while it is being fired. 
This enables a gunner to cover a. wide frontage 
with good target .coverage by. searching out 
known or suspected. enemy positions and either 
killing the occupants or forcing them to evacuate 
their defensive positions. This flushing . method 
is especially effective where· the defender has 
good concealment at the edge of forests, along 
hedgerows, or in dense foliage, and is difficult 
to pinpoint. 

b. High angle fire . with the traversing flame
thrower is effective against personnel in slit 
trenches, foxholes, and similar targets. that . lack 
overhead covering. 

c. Since the element of surprise should nor
mally accompany the use of the flamethrower, 
this weapon should. not be used . against individ-
uals who. can be destroyed by other weapons; ·~ 
this use wastes fuel and unnecessarily reveals 
the position of the flame gunner. 



B-8. High Traiectory Bursts 
Good searching and demoralizing action is ob
tained by employing a high trajectory traversed 
shot. Thickened fuel fired in this manner breaks 
apart in the air. and falls in small, fiery blobs 
that find their way into defiladed positions over 
a large area. This method of attack is particular
ly effective against reverse slopes, i defiladed 
sides of dikes, walls, low buildings, and hedge
rows that cannot be easily penetrated. It is also 
effective against personnel in slit trenches and 
foxholes. High trajectory . bursts can be ·delivered 
with accuracy. 

B-9. Blind Angle Bursts 
a. Blind angle bursts may be fired . with both 

thickened and unthickened fuel from positions 
protected from returned enemy fire. 

(1) The characteristic behavior of un
thickened fuel is billowing action and a rapidly 
expanding fireball accompanied by heat and 
large quantities of dense black smoke. This 
behavior lends itself readily to. bursts fired 
parallel to windows, gunports, and similar type 
openings. The expanding and billowing action 
of Jthe burst forces hot gases, smoke, and flame 
into these openings so that the defenders cannot 
fire directly at the flamethrower gunner. Un
thickened fuel may be effectively directed at 
short range immedia1tely in front of or to one 
side of openings if the flamethrower is fired 
slightly below the top of the portal. ·When the 
fireball is delivered in this manner,. most of it 
has ·a tendency to be sucked into the target's 
interior. 

(2) Blind angle bursts with thickened fuel 
use the ability of this type of fuel to penetrate 
openings and ricochet in fiery blobs within 
interiors. 

b. Considerable protection for flame gunners 
can be provided if they fire from positions at 
minimum angl.es to defensive portals. 

B-10. Targets 
a. Attacking Troops. Against attacking 

troops, flame should be directed so that it will 
strike _personnel. Flame employed in the open 
has little, if any, effect on personnel once the 
flame is on the ground. However, the intense 
heat and smoke will blind the attacker tempo
rarily and prevent him from delivering aimed 
fire, thus serving to discourage hi.s attack. 
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b. Stationary Objects. Against stationary ob- · 
j ects such as supply dumps, storage facilities, 
and other large installations, flame should be · 

. directed on the upwind side of the installation. 
If adequate fuel is available, the materiel 
throughout the installation should be saturated 
with fuel and then ignited. 

c. Buildings. Against buildings (fortified or 
unfortified), flame should ·be directed toward 
the interior or at any flammable part of the ex~ 
terior. It may be necessary to penetrate the walls 
of the building with other weapons to permit 
passag~ of the flame. 

d. Positions in the Open. 
(1) _Natural cover. When directing flame at 

positions of natural cover, two methods may be 
employed. First, flame may· be directed at the 
near edge or opening of the cover so that it will 
splash into the position. Second, the flame may 
be projected at a high angle so that burning 
blobs will shower down behind the cover. 

(2) Trenches and foxholes. The most ef
fective method of employing flame against 
trenches and foxholes is to cover the entire area 
with low bouncing shots. These ·cause the flame 
to splash and increase in :effectiveness. Flame 
may also be directed into the area by elevating 
the flame gun and allowing the flame to rain 
down into the emplacements. 

e. Fortifications. 
(1) Buildings. In the attack of a fortified 

building, every effort is made to project the 
flame into the building; other weapons _may be 
used to provide an opening for flame passage. 
However, this is not always possible, and. suf
ficient flame should be provided to . smother the 
fortified building. 

(2) Pillboxes. It will seldom be possible 
to project the flame into the interior of a pill
box. Therefore, sufficient flame should be pro
vided· to asphyxiate the def enders. 

(3) Caves. Caves should be fired on with a 
flame shot to clear the entrance and then with 
a frontal burst to reach into the back. The en
trance may then be sealed with high explosives. 

f. Buildings in Towns and Cities. 

(1) Basements. In fighting in towns and 
cities, the infantry normally points out flame 
targets. Openings should be made to permit the 
flame to be projected into the basements or other 
parts of the buildings. 
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(2) Upper floors. Directing flame at the 
· upper floors of buildings should be undertakien 
with caution, as winds have a tendencyto change 

direction quickly in built-up areas or cities and 
may blow the flame back on the operator. 

1Section 111 .. FAMILIARIZAnON AND QUALIFICATlON COURSES 

9;_ 11. Familiarization Training 

a. Preliminary Training. Soldiers who are to 
fire the familiarization course with the portable 
flamethrower should receive a minimum of 3 
hours preliminary training before they are 

. allowed to fire. This training should include 
mechanical training, fuel prepar~tion, positions, 
aiming, and safety precautions. _Sample lesson 
outlines for this type of training are shown in 
Army Subject Schedule 3-10. To conserv,e fuel 
and to make certain that soldiers understand 
gunnery techniques and safety precautions before 
they adually fire burning. fuel, water may be 
fired in the early stages of training. Water 
should supplement rather than replace· the use 
of fuel because it does not give the exact effect 
of recoil and its trajectory differs from that of 
fuel. 

b. Familiarization Firing. Soldiers should fire 
at least one flamethrower filled with unthick
ened fuel and one with thickened fuel. The table 
in c below shows a familiarization course that 
may be used. This course gives the soldier ex
perience in firing both types of fuel from three 
_different positions. 

c. Firing in the Ope'n-Aperture Target. 

Range in meters Position 

15-20 ________________ Kneeling 
15.....;20 ________________ Standing 
3540 ________________ Kneeling 
35-40 ________________ Prone 

Fuel 

Unthiekened 
Un thickened 
Thiickened 
Thickened 

Note. Only one burst of flame will be fired . at each targ'et; flame 
must penetrate the aperture to be effective. 

B-12. Qualification Course 

a. From 14 to 20 hours are required to train 
and qualify a flamethrower gunner. The quali
fication course described in paragraphs B-17 
through B-19 shows the amount and general 

. nature of the training needed to prepare .men 
and units to use flarhethrowers in combat. 

b. The commanders of all units should use 
portable and mechanized flamethrowers to the 
maximum extent in appropriate tactical prob
lems. 

B-13. Purpose of Qualification 'Course 

The purpose of the qualification course is to
a. Standardize training. 
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b. Provide· official recognition for ability ·and 
diligence in training. 

c. Increase the confidence of troop command
ers. in gunners untried in combat. 

d. Increase the gunner's confidence in him
self . 

B-14. 1Classification of Gunners 

Portable flamethrower gunners are divided into 
three classes, based on the follo-\v-ing qualifica
tion scores: 

126"~135 ----"'"---'""-Expert 
116-125 ----~-----First class 
100-115 ________ ..;...;.Second cliass 

B-15. Examination 

The examination is divided into the following 
four parts (these parts are further divided into 
a number of tests that ar·e outlined in paragraph 
B-17): 

Nomenclature and functioning _ _ 20 points 
Mixing the fuel and charging 

the flamethrower ____________ 15 points 
Marksmanship -----.,.-------"'"-- 80 points 
Care and cleaning .,.----------- 20 points 

Total credit ---------------- 135 points 

B-16. General Rules Governing Examining 
1Board 

a. A board of four or more officers or non
commissioned officers examines and scores each 
candidate on the qualification course require.;. 
ments. Each board member should be a qualified 
flamethrower gunner. 

b. The conditions of the examination are, as 
nearly as possible, the same for all men. Each 
candidate is ,examined singly and required -to 
answer all test questions · and perform all test 
requirements. 

c. Each man is allowed to arrange his equip
ment as. he desires, provided he does not violate 
the conditions of· any particular test .. The equip
ment is arranged on a stand or table in full view 
of the examining board. 

d. When a candidate unnecessarily removes or 
disassembles a part of the flamethrower in per-



forming any part of the examination, he receives 
no credit for that particular part of the test. 

e. The examining· board may deduct no more 
than the stated value for any part of .the test. 

f. Each candidate fires the firing table (para 
B-19k) at least once before taking the marks
manship phase of the qualification course. 

g. Notes for examining board are as follows: 

( 1) A starting point should be provided for 
each target at least 30 meters from the maximum 
range allowed for engaging the target. 

(2) Each target should be approximately 1-
meter wide, 1-meter thick, .and 1/2-meter high, 
and plainly visible to the gunner at the required 
range to engage the target. 

(3) Each target must have an aperture ap
proximately ·30 by 75 centimeters on each of its 
four sides. The apertures must be. in line with 
each other or connected within the target so that 
flame penetration may be observed. 

(4) The eight targets should be spotted 
· over an area in zigzag pattern. The distance 
between the starting positions and· targets Nos. 
1 through 4 should vary between 50 and· 75 
meters. The distance between the starting posi
tions and targets Nos. 5 through 8 should vary 
between 75 and 100 meters. 

( 5) The technical information regarding the 
operation and functioning of the portable flame
thrower may be obtained from TM 3-1040-204-'-
14. . 

B-17. Subjects and Ratings 

a. Nomenclature and Functioning. 

(1) Nomenclature and functioning 
of the pressure system _ _ _ _ 6 points 

• 
(2) Nomenclature and functioning 

of the fuel system _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 6 points 

(3) Nomenclature and functioning 
of the gun group _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 6 points 

(4) Removal and replacement 
of the ignition cylinder _ _ _ _ 2 points 

20 points 

b. Mixing the Fuel and Charging the Flame
thrower. 

( 1) Mixing the fuel ____ . _ _ _ _ _ _ 5 points 

(2) Evaluating the fuel _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ 2 points 

(3) Filling and charging the 
flamethrower 

c.' Marksmanship. 
( 1) Firing in open area: 

(a) Kneeling ______________ _ 
( b) Standing ______________ _ 
( c) Standing ______________ _ 
( d) Kneeling ______________ _ 

8 points 

15 points 

10 points 
6 points 
6 points 

10 points 

32 points 
(2) Firing in heavily wooded area: 

(a) Kneeling ________________ 14 points * ( b) Standing __________ _c _ _ _ _ 10 points 
*(c) Standing __ ~ _____________ 10 points 

( d) Kneeling _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 14 points 

48 points 
d. Care and Cleaning. 

Cleaning the flamethrower 
after firing ___ .: _____________ ~ 20 points 

Total credit _________________ 135 points 

B-18. Examination Equipment 
The following equipment is available td each can
didate for the examination. 

a .. M2Al-7 portable flamethrower (empty). 
b. Cleaning material. 
c. Grease, lubricating, automotive and indus-

trial, type A, grade 2. 
d. Oil, lubricating, preservative, special. 
e. Gasoline. 
/. Fuel thickener, Ml or M4. 
g. Mixing buckets or empty fuel drums. 
h. Wooden paddle for mixing fuel. 
i. Liquid measures of gallon and quart capacity. 
j. Scales for weighing thickener. 
k. Funnel. 
l. Ignition cylinder . 

*m. Nitrogen or compressed air cylinders cou
plied in manifold, with at least one cylinder 
charged with 1, 700 to 2,100 pounds of pressure 
per square inch, or AN-M4 compressors. The 
M27 service kit is used with either the cylinders 
or the compressors. 

n. Tool roll for portable flamethrower. 

B-19. Details of Performance 

, a. Test on the Nomenclature and Functioning 
of the Pressure System. 

(1) Situation. Provide each man with a 
tank group. 
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(2) Requriement. Give the nomenclature 
and describe the functioning of the pressure 
system; trace the flow of pressure from the pres
sure tank to the fuel tanks in the correct se
quence. 

(3) Scoring. Give six points for correctly 
completing the requirement according to the 
following checklist. Give no credit if any part 
is missed or not in the proper sequence. 

(a) Pressure tank. 
( b) Pressure tank valve. 
·( c) Regulator tube. 
( d) Pressure regulator. 
(e) Safety head assembly. 
·(/) Diffusion tube. 
(g) Fuel tanks. 

b. Test on the Nomenclature and Functioning 
of the Fuel System. 

( l) Situation. Provide each man with a 
complete flamethrower. 

(2) Requirement. Give the nomenclature and 
trace the flow of fuel from the fuel tanks to the 
ignition section in the correct sequence. 

(3) Scoring. Give six points for correctly 
completing the requirement according to ·the fol
lowing checklist. Give no credit if any part is 
missed or not in sequence. 

(a) Fuel tanks. 
·( b) Tank connector. 
( c) Quick release coupling. 
( d) Fuel hose. 
(e) Barrel and valve assembly. 
(f) Ignitionsection. 

c. Test on the Nomenclature and Functioning 
of the Gun Group. 

( 1) Situation. Provide each man with a 
complete gun group. 

(2) Requirement. Give the nomenclature and 
describe the functioning of the four assemblies of 
the gun group. 

(3) Scoring. Give six points for correctly 
completing the requirement according to the fol
lowing checklist. Give no credit if any part is 
missed or not in sequence. 

(a) Fuelhose. 
(b) Valve section (consists of the valve 

lever, valve safety lever, inlet body, barrel, and 
nozzle). 

( c) Ignition section (consists of the igni
tion lever, ignition safety lever, nozzle shield, and 
ignition pin). 
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d. Test on the Removal and Replacement of 
the Ignition Cylinder. \"-, ___ / 

(1) Situation. Provide each man with a com-
plete gun group with an ignition cylinder installed .. 

(2) Requirements. Remove and replace the 
ignition cylinder. 

(3) Scoring. Give two points for correctly 
completing the requirement according to the fol· 
lowing checklist. Give no credit if any part is 
missed or not in sequence. 

(a) Depress· the 'nozzle shield latch. 
( b) Remove the nozzle shield. 
(c) Remove the ignition cylinder. 
(d) Replace the ignition cylinder. 
( e) Properly seat the ignition cylinder. 
(f) Replace the nozzle shield. 'f· 

e. Test on Mixing Thickened Fuel. 
( 1) Situation. Provide each man with ·the 

necessary equipment for mixing· thickened fuel 
(para B-18 above). 

*(2) Requirement. Mix 1 gallon of Number 
2 flame fuel, based on guidance contained in TM 
3-366. 

(3) Scoring. Give five poipts for correctly 
completing the requirement. Give no credit if all 
requirements in the following. checklist are not 
observed: 

(a) Use clean containers to mix fuel. 
( b) Mix the fuel and thickener in correct 

proportion. 
( c) See that the thickener does not settle 

to bottom. 
( d) See that the thickener is not in lumps 

in the mixture. . 
( e) See that the fuel d9es not begin to 

gel before all thickener has been added. 
(f) Do not use galvanized metal contain-

ers. 

·f. Test on the Eva~tion of Fuel. 

(1) Situa.tion. Provide each man with sev
eral batches of thickened fuel. 

(2) Requirement. Select the batch of thick
ened fuel best suited for firing from the portable 
flamethrower, based on information contained in 
TM3-366. 

( 3) Scoring. Give two points for correctly 
completing the requirement. Give no credit if 
the best fuel is not selected. 

g. Test on Filling Fuel Tanks and Charging 
Pressure Tanks. 

(1) Situation. Provide each man with the 

\~ 



necessary equipment for filling and charging the 
flamethrower. 

(2) Requirement. Properly fill the fuel 
tanks and charge the pressure tank. · 

(3) Scoring. Give eight points for correctly 
completing the requirement. Give no .credit if 
any part of the following checklist· is missed, if 
any threads are damaged, or if necessary adjust
ments are not made to stop leaks during the 
procedure. 

(a) Remove filler plugs. 
( b.) Pour the fuel into the fuel tanks 

(41/2 to 4 3/4 gallons). 
( c) Replace the filler plugs. 
( d) Test for correct type of gas in com

mercial cylinders or perform required preventive 
maintenance on . compressor. 

(e) Close the pressure tank . valve. 
(f) Connect the charging line fitting to 

the check valve. 
(g) Close the bleeder valve on the charg

ing line. 
· (h) Close ·the filler line valves. 

(i) Open the commercial cylinder valves 
or start compressor. 

(j) Fill the pressure tank to the correct 
pressure (1,700 to 2,100 pounds per . square 
inch), starting with the lowest pressure in the 
commercial cylinders, then the next highest, and 
so on until the charging is completed, opening 
and closing each filler line valve in turn. 

( k) Bleed the charging line. 
( l) Disconnect the charging line. 
( m) Replace the check . valve cap. 

h~ Marksmanship Test-Pi ring in the Open. 
( 1) Situation. Provide each candidate a 

fully filled (thickened fuel) and charged flame
thrower with an ignition cylinder for engaging 
targets Nos. 1 through 4, as shown on the firing 
table· (k below). Clearly define the starting sta
tion for each target and' be sure the target will 
be visible from the station. Use a different 
starting station for each target. Do not disclose 
the range from the starting point to the target. 
Targ~s will be in the open so that they are 
visible to the candidate while he is moving for
ward. Only one burst of flame will be fir1ed at 
each target. 

(2) Requirement. Execute all steps pre
paratory to firing; move to the firing position 
for targets No. 1, 2, 3, and 4 and fire on the 
target (all targets will be engaged from the 
windward side) ; and perform the correct after
firing procedures. 
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(3) Scoring. 
(a) Target No. 1 has a value of 10 

points. Give two points for correctly performing 
the before-firing procedure according to the 
following checklist. Give no points unless each 
step is performed correctly and in the stated 
sequence. Give eight points for penetrating the 
target with flame. Give no part of this eight
point credit if the flame does not penetrate the 
target, if the w~ong position is used, or if the 
target is engaged outside the range Umit.s pre
scribed in the firing table. 

1. Adjust the carrier and straps. 
2. Install the ignition cylinder. correct-

ly. 
3. Open the pressure tank valve. 
4. Move. the firing position. 
5. Assume the correct position. 
6. Ignite the ignition cylinder. 
7. Compress the valve lever. 

( b) Targets No. 2 and 3 have a value of 
six points each. Give the six points if the flame 
penetrates the targets. Give no credit if the 
flame does not penetrate the target, if the 
wrong position is used, or· if the target is en
gaged outside the range limits prescribed in the 
firing table. 

( c) Target No. 4 has a value of 10 
points. Give eight points for penetrating the 
target with flame. Give no part of this eight
point credit if the flame does not penetrate the 
target, if the wrong position is us·ed, or if the 
target is engaged outside the range limits pre-
1scribed in the firing table. Give two points for 
correctly completing the after-firing procedure 
according to the following checklist. Do not give 
this two-point credit if each· step is not performed 
correctly and in the stated sequence. 

1. Close the pressure tank valve. 
2. Remove the ignition cylinder. 
3. Blow out the vapor in the fuel tanks. 

i. Marksmanship Test-Firing in Heavily 
Wooded Area. 

( 1) Situation, Provide each . candidate a 
completely filled {thickened fuel) and charged 
flamethrower and an ignition cylinder for firing 
at targets No. 5 through 8. Clearly define the 
starting station for each target. Make sure the 
target will be visible from each station. Use a 
different starting station for each target. Do not 
disclose the range from the starting station to 
the target. Targets will be in a heavily wooded 
area with rough terrain so that they are not 
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always visible to the candidate while he is 
moving forward. Only one burst of flame is 
fired at any one target. 

(2) Requirement. Execute all before-firing 
procedures; move to firing positions for targets 
No. 5, 6, 7, and 8, taking advantage of available 
cover; fire on the targets (all targets will be 
engaged from the windward side) ; and execute 
all after-firing procedures. 

(3) Scoring. 
(a) Target No. 5 has a value of 14 

points. Give two points for corr·ectly completing 
the before-firing procedure according to the 
following checklist. Do not give this two-point 
credit if each step is not performed correctly 
and in the stated sequence. Give 12 points for 
penetrating the target with the flame. Give no 
part of the 12 points if the flame_ fails to pene
trate the target, if the wrong position is used, 
or if the target is engaged ·outside the range 
limits prescribed in the firing table. 

1. Adjust the carrier and straps. 
2. Install the ignition cylinder correct-

ly. 
3. Open the ·pressure tank valve. 
4. Move to the firing position. 
5. Assume the correct firing position. 
6. Ignite the ignition cylinder. 
7. Compress the valve lever. 

(b) Targets No. 6 and 7 have a value of 
10 points each. Give 10 points for penetrating 
each target with the flame. Give no credit if the 
flame does not penetrate the target, if the 
wrong position is used, or if the target is en
gaged outside the range limits prescribed in the 
firing table. 

(c) 'Target No. 8 has a value of 14 
points. Give 12 points for penetrating the target 
with the flame. Give no part of the 12 points 

k. Firing Table. 

Target No. 

1 -------------------------
2 -------------------------
3 -------------------------
4 -------------------------
5 -------------------------
6 -------------------------
7 -------------------------
8 -----------------~-------
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Position 

Kneeling ---------~-'-----· 
Standing -----.,----------
Sroanding ______________ _ 

Kneeling ---------------· 
Kneeling ---------------· 
S.tanding ---------------· 
1Standing ---------------· 
Kneeling ---------------

. if the. flame does not penetrate the target, if the 
wrong firing position is used, or if the target is 
engaged outside the range limits prescribed in 
the firing table. Give two points for correctly 
performing the after~firing procedures according 
fo the following checklist. Give no points unless 
each step is performed correctly and in the stated 
sequence. 

1. Close the pressure tank valve. 
2. Remove the ignition cylinder. 
3. Blow . out the vapor in the fuel 

tanks. 
}. Test on Care and Cleaning. 

( 1) Situation, Provide each man with the 
necessary equipment for cleaning and lubricating 
the flamethrower. 

(2) Requirement. Clean the flamethrower 
used when firing . the marksmanship course. The 
flamethrower is cleaned as directed in TM 3-
1040-204-14. -

~ 

(3} Scoring. Give 20 points for correctly 
cleaning and lubricating the flamethrower ac.;. 
cording to the following checklist. Give no 
credit if the flamethrower does nof pass the 
board's inspection for cleanliness or if any item 
of the checklist is omitted. 

(a) Remove the ignition cylinder. 
( b) Open the .pressure tank valve and 

blow out' the remaining fuel before proc1~eding 
with the cleaning. 

( c) Disconnect the hose and gun group 
from the tank group. 

(d) Clean the gun group and the hose 
assembly. 

I 

( e) Lubricate the gun group. 
(f) Remove the filler plugs and flush 

the tank with gasoline. 

(g) Reassemble the cleaned parts. 

Fuel 

Thickened --------------· 
Thickened. --------------· 
Thickened --------------· 
Thickened --------------· 
Thickened ---------· ----· 
Thickened .:.. _____________ . 

Thickened . --------------
Thickened ---------------

Range limits Score 

20, to 25 mete,rs ______ 10 

20 to 215 meiters -----"" 6 
30 to 35 meters ------ 6 
30 to 35 meters ______ 10 
35 to 40 meters ------ 14 
35 to 40 meters ------ 10 
30 to 35 meters ------ 10 
35 to 40 meters ------ 14 

Total ---------- 80 

-\ 

______ { 
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Section IV. SAFETY 

B-20. General 
Before firing, take all possible precautions to 
prevent injury. to personnel or damage to prop
erty. Familiarize all personnel with the opera
tion of the equipment they are to handle and 
with the safety precautions specified in TM 
3-1040-204-14, TM 3-366, and AR 385-63. 

B-21. Regulations 
The officer in charge will be responsible for en
forcing the following rules and regulations: 

a. For initial training and indoctrination fir
ing, . a practice range free of vegetation and 
other flammable material must be available. 
For portable flamethrowers, the minimum 
range area is 110 meters long by 100 meters 
wide. For transition or combat trainfiig, any 
range may be used. 

b. Portable flamethrowers will not be fired 
in.to a headwind greater than 5 miles per hour 
when.filled with unthickened fuel. Flamethrow
ers will not be fired against abrupt terrain or 
obstacles (for example, trees or buildings) 

-nearer than 15 meters from spectators and 6 
meters from the firer. 

c. An eme·rgency vehicle containing proper 
first-aid equipment for burns and personnel 
trained in first-aid measures will be available in 
the immediate vicinity of the firing. All firing is 
to cease in case the emergency vehicle leaves 
the vicinity. 

d. Extreme care will be taken to provide ade
quate firefighting facilities. During the initial 
training, two 10-pound C02 fire e·xtinguishers 
will be manned 10 meters to the rear of the 
flamethrower during firing. 

e. Signs will be posted barring open flames or 
other sources of ignition, and prohibiting per~ 
sonnel from smoking within 50 meters of any 
flamethrowers or scene of filling and charging 
operations. 

f. Officer in charge will be thoroughly famil
iar with the operation of the weapon, filling and 

. charging procedures, and first aid for casualties 
caused by burns. 

g. All firing, filling, and charging operations 
will be under the direct supervision of 
thoroughly trained personnel. 

h. All applicable provisions or regulations 
pertaining to the use of fuels and pressure will 
be followed. . 

i. Oxygen and flammable gases will never be 
used to charge pressure tanks or containers. 

•k. An instructor will be on hand to aid and 
direct each individual firing the flamethrower, 
during initial training and indoctrination firing. 
During indoctrination firing the instructor will 
place himself behind the individual firing the 
flamethrower in such a manner that he can if 
required, assist the student in keeping the 
flamethrower pointed in a safe direction at all 
times. 

•l. During. firing, individuals firing the 
flamethrowerwill wear a long sleeved shirt, and 
leather gloves (LTNJ67516 or suitable substi
tute). 

m. A wet or fireproof blanket or comforter 
wiH _be available to supplement fire exting-
uishers. . 

. Note .. To make one sta.ndard service blanket flame resis
tant, you need the following materials: (1) sodium tetrabo
rate (borax), 9 ounces; (2) boric acid, 4 ounces; and (3) warm 
wate.r, 1 gallon. Stir the chemicals into the warm water. 
Place the. blanket into. the solution. Soak, then hand wring 
the ~lanket and hang up to dry. (For use during firing, 
leavmg the blanket in the solution on the firing line is ac
ceptable.) This procedure also applies to clothing. Reim
pregnate whenever the cloth (blanket or uniform) has been 
washed, drycleaned, or bleached. 

n. During firing, personnel other than in
structors, coaches, or· assistant operators will 
not be permitted within 10 meters of either side 
or rear of the flamethrower, or within the 
danger zone shown in figure B-4. 

o. The maximum depression during firing will 
not exceed 20 degrees. 

p. When fuel is expended, remaining pressure 
in the fuel tanks will be blown down (released) 
away from any fire or fuel burning on the 
ground. Ignition will not be used when the 
flamethrower is blown down. 

~11 
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WIND DIRECTION 

NOT TO SCALE 

Figure B-4. Surface danger zones when firing the porlable flamethrower. 
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APPENDIX ,C 

MECHANIZED FLAMETHR'0'WER GUNNERY 

Note. This tentative training course (adapted from the M67 Al flame tank course) is intended for use, pending pub
lication of familiarization and qualification course•s in appropriate training publications. 

Section I. GUNNERY TRAINING 

C-1. General 
a. The mechanized flamethrower gunner is re

quired to know three things about his operation: 
how to operate and fire the flame gun and 
7.62-mm machinegun, and how to drive the 
vehicle. He must understand and have a through 
knowledge of the firing procedures, character
istics of flame and flame weapons, and flame 
techniques. He should initially be trained and 
qualified with the portable flamethrower (app 
B) before undergoing training with the mech
anized types. 

b. Instructions on safety for the mechanized 
flamethrowers are contained in AR 385-63. 
Ranges and suggested targets are contained in 
paragraph C-3. Schedules and lesson outlines 
for training mechanized flamethrower gunners 
are described in Army Subject Schedule 3-3. 

,C-2. Gunnery Techniques 
a. Being liquid or semiliquid, flame fuel does 

not form a solid, rigid projectile such as that· 
from an artillery shell. The fuel rod is deformed 
by the air through which it passes. The amount 
of deformation depends not only on the velocity 
of the fuel but also on its viscosity and co
hesiveness. The more cohesive the fuel, the 
harder it is to deform and the better its flight 
characteristics. Maximum range for an un
ignited shot is obtained when there is a mini
mum deformation; that is, when the fuel is 
ejected as a smooth rod and retains that shape 
until it. reaches the target. An ignited fuel rod 
achieves almost two-thirds the range of an un
ignited one when· other conditions are similar. 

b. Effective range is the distance from the· 
flame projector nozzle to the center of the main 
bulk of fuel on the ground, when the flame
thrower is fired at optimum elevation. 

c. Maximum range is the distance from the 
flame projector nozzle to the farthest point of 
fuel deposit on the ground, when the flame
thrower is fired at optimum elevation. The maxi
mum effective range is not always obtained at 
higher elevations. This is due to the effect of 
air resistance on the fuel jet, which will eventu
ally break it up and result in a raining effect 
on the target. 

·C-3. Introduction to Firing 
a. General. Although most mechanized flame

throwers are comparatively simple to operate, 
much practice is required before. the gunner 
achieves maximum ,efficiency~ Personnel must 
also practice driving since complete coordination 
between the driver and the gunner is necessary. 
When this coordination is achieved, training may 
progress to section firing where a high degree 
of control is necessary. 

b. Stages of Training. The soldier is required 
to complete the following stages of training: 

( 1) Stationary firing. The gunner engages 
each of three .. targets twice from a stationary 
position (fig C-1). This gives him practice in 
holding, aiming, and trigger operation. 

(2) Firing on the move. The gunner en
gages six targets from a moving vehicle (fig 
C-2). This familiarizes him · with the relative 
movement of project ·and carrier, shows him 
the limits of his arc of fire, and affords team 
practice between him and the driver. Further, it 
teaches hiln to accept full command of the 
vehicle and responsibility for controlling its di
rection by signals to the driver. 

(3) Section firing. The soldiers participate 
as gunners of a section in a simple flame attack 
(figC-3). 

C-1 
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400 METERS 

300 METERS 

200 METERS 

100 METERS 

SL SL I 

400 METERS 

LEGEND 

FLAMETHROWERS f . 
TARGETS 

START LINE----SL 

NOTE: 

1. TARGETS ARE NUMBERED IN THE ORDER 

THEY SHOULD BE ENGAGED. 

2. TARGETS TO BE ENGAGED IN ORDER 

TWICE FROM A STATIONARY P0$1TION. 

FUEL TANK TO BE EMPTIED ON TARGET 

NO. 3 

Figure C-1. Suggested layout for flame range, stationary firing. 
" 

Note. Sitages outlined in (2) and (3) above are repeated, 
with each gunner performing the duties of the driver .. 

C-4. 'Sequence of the ·Simple Flame Attack 
a. Normal carrier tactics from the fueling 

C-2 

point to the start line are employed; that is, re
connaissance, support, and maneuver, using ~1 

mutual support where necessary. 
( 1) The flame section normally follows "the 

infantry to the start line. 
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500 M 

\ 

~-- 50 M------" .. ..,....,_ __ 50 M------ ..,......., __ 50 M __ __._ 

NOTE: 

THE RANGE IS LAID OUT 

ON A REASONABLY FLAT 

PIECE OF GROUND AND 

TARGETS ARE CLEARLY 

DEFINED. 

LEGEND 

FLAMETHROWER t 
LANE BOUNDARY --------

CARRIER ROUTES - ___.. 

TARGET v 
FIRING POINT ® 
START LINE ____ SL 

Figure C-2. Suggested layout /or flame range, firing on the move. 
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RALLY OUT 
I 

500 M 

I 
200 M 

SL l 
THE GROUND SELECTED MUST 

HAVE CERTAIN TACTICAL 

FEA'l"URES SUCH AS TREES, 

SHRUBS, BARBED WIRE, DUGOUTS, 

WEAPON PITS, AND PILLBOXES 

START LINE 

MG LINE 

FIRING LINE 

_____ SL 

SUPPORTING TROOPS 0 0 0 0 0 0 

TARGET v 
Figure C-3. Suggested layout for flame range, section firing. 

( 2) Before the section crosses the start 
line, the equipment should be under pressure, 
tested for ignition, and given a final check. 

(3) At the start line, either a V or ex
tended line formation . is adopted, with the sec
tion commander in the center. 
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( 4) A distance between the tw()~;;i1~orward 

carriers of approximately 75 meters is maintain.:. 
ed, depending on the frontage to be covered. The 
section commander is about 25 to 35 meters to 
the rear if the V formation is adopted. 

( 5) The section moves to the firing line 
(immediately behind assaulting troops). 

( 6) When the supporting fires lift, the sec
tion crosses the firing line and commences 
flaming. (With infantry, the flame section moves 
through them to the firing line before com
mencing to flame.) 

(7) The two forward flamethrowers satu
rate their own front and half of the center lane. 
The section commander, who is their immediate 
reserve, holds his fire for any targets that have 
been missed and also for a final and complete 
saturation of the objective. 

( 8) The carrier machinegunners may open 
fire at the firing line. This fire will not be ac
curate, but it will assist in denying the enemy 
observation by forcing him to take cover. 

( 9) The two forward carriers rally out 
after they have expended their fuel on the ob
jective. 

( 10) The section commander presses home 
his attack and continues flaming after the other 
two have rallied. When ehe section commander 
finishes, he rallies back quickly by the same 
route. 

( 11) All carriers are refueled after rallying 
out. 

b. The sequence . outlined in a(l) through 
( 11) above is practiced ·without supporting 
troops until thoroughly understood by all flame 
personnel. 

r. When hrn or more sections are us·ed, the 
same methods ~re employed, except that in a 
h'm-section attack the platoon commander leads 
the attack and also carries out the original re
connaissance, accompanied by his section com
manders. The objective is divided into sections, 
with section boundaries and objectives clearly 
defined. 

C-5. Safety 
In addition to applicable portions of section IV, 
appendix B, and safety precautions specified in 
TM 3-1040.:...209-12 and AR 385-63, the follow
ing safety requirements will be observed: 

a. For initial training and indoctrination 
firing (stationary firing), a practice range free 

·of vegetation and other flammables must be 
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available. For mechanized flamethrowers, the 
minimum range area is 275 meters long by 110 
meters wide. Normally, flamethrowers are fired 
singly with a minimum of nine targets. 

b. For individual firing while moving, flame
throwers are deployed at least 40 meters apart 
and separated. by well-defined boundary lanes. 

c. Where targets are not well defined, limit
ing bars for traverse and elevation are used. In 
no case will the gun nozzle be depressed more 
than 20 degrees. 

d. When the flamethrower is fired in un
favorable winds, the carrier will be "buttoned 
up." The flamethrower should not be fired into 
a headwind greater than 5 miles per hour. 

e. When the fueled and pressurized flame
thrower is traveling in ionvoy, the interval be
tween v·ehicles will be 250 meters. 

f. An instructor or assistant instructor will be 
in the vehicle with the firer at all times during 
initial training and indoctrination firing. 

g. During firing, personnel will not be per
mitted within 10 meters of either· side or rear of 
the flamethrower, or within the danger zone 
shown in figure C-4. 

h. Fire extinguishers within the vehicle will be 
filled and in good condition. Personnel will be 
familiar with the location and operation of all 
fire extinguishers in the vehicle. 

i. If a leak is noticed, the flamethrower ve
hicle will immediately withdraw from the prob
lem, move to a safe area, and discharge its fuel 
without ignition. 

.i. When testing the ignition system, the same 
caution will be exercised as for firing a flame 
shot. 

k; Before removing any caps or plugs to fuel 
or check the system, personnel will make certain 
that there is no pressure in the system~ 

l. When the equipment is fueled and pres
surized, only qualified personnel are permitted 
to make inspection or minor adjustments, and 
then only when the equipment is in a safe area 
with the gun nozzle down range. 

m. If anyone is accidentally hit by flame, the 
fire should be extinguished by smothering (for 
example, rolling on the ground or using a wet 
blank). Do not try to slap it out because this 
will cause the fire to spread. 

n. When fuel is expended, the flamethrower 
will ·be moved or aimed away from the last tar
get and the pressure remaining in the fuel tanks 
will be blown down. Ignition will not be used 
when the flamethrower is blown down. 
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• 100 M 

• 

WIND DIRECTION 

Figure C-4. Surf ace danger zones when firing the 
mechanized flamethrowetr. 

iSection 11. FAMILIARIZATION TRAINING AND QUALIFICATION 

'·FIRING 

·C-6. General 
The availability of flamethrowers and suitable 
terrain will govern the best possible means of 
testing mechanized flamethrower crews. The 
crew of the Ml32-type self-propelled flame
thrower consists of two persons, the vehicle 
commander (gunner) and the driver. These two 
crewmen must be cross trained. Crewmen being 
tested are expected to be capable of performing 
in a flame carrier the primary functions of a 
flame gunner, driver, and maehinegunner. The 
tests discussed in paragraphs C-7 through C-10 
are designed to provide familiarization training 
on the servicing and firing of the M132-type 
flamethrower. A suitable flame firing range is 
required for conducting these tests. 

C-7. Test No. 1 (Fueling) 

a~ Equipment Required. One mechanized 
flamethrower, a suitable flamethrower service 
unit, sufficient fuel to refuel the flamethrower, 
and sufficient gasoline to refuel the ignition"' 
ta.nk. 

b. Requirements. 

( 1) The flame gunner is required to fill 
the ignition gasoline tank. 

(2) The flame gunner assisted by the driv
er is required to refuel the flamethrower. 

C-6 

·C-8. Test No. 2 <Pressurizing) 
a. Equipment Required. One flamethrower re

fueled as in Test No. 1 and appropriate com
pressed air equipment. 

b. Requirement. The flame gunner assisted 
by the driver is required to follow the eorreet 
sequence in charging the air tanks to the prop
er pressure. 

Note. The personnel tes1ted should refuel and pressurize 
the flamethrower and he ready to tes.t ithe ignition in ap
proximately 40 minutes. 

·C-9. Test No. 3 (Testing for Ignition) 

a. Equipment Required. On~ flamethrower 
fueled and pressurized as in Tests No. 1 and 2. 

b. Requirement. The flame gunner is· required 
to-

( 1) Test the spark. 
(2) Test the ignition fuel. 
(3) Test the spark and ignition fuel com

bined. 
( 4) Explain the ·procedures and operational 

value of the tests in (1), and (3) above. 

C-l 0. Test No. 4 . CFiriMgl 
a. Equipment Required. One flamethrower 

fueled, pressurized, and tested for ignition as in 
Tests No. 1, 2, and 3. "-._______/1 

b. Requirements. 
(1) Stationary firing, .The gunner is re-



quired to fire two shots each at three targets., 
each target at a different range· and angle. A 
minimum of four hits is required. Each of the 
three targets will be hit at least once within the 
total of six shots. 

(2) Firing on the- move. The gunner is re
quired to fire at ·six targets, with the carrier 
moving at a speed conforming with· ground con
ditions (in any case, a minimum of 10 miles per 
hour). One hit per target is required. 

Note. Fuel tanks are emptied on the last target. 

C-11. Firing Proficiency Requirements 

a. Stationary Firing. Each gunner is required 
to fire two shots at each of three targets, each 
target being at a different range and angle. A 
minimum of four hits is required, and ·each tar
get must be hit at least once in the total 9f six 
shots. 

b. Firing on the ·Move Individually. Each 
gunner is required to fire at six targets, with 
the carrier moving at a . speed conforming with 
terrain conditions (in any case, a minimum of 10 
miles per hour). One hit per target is re
quired. 

c. Firir1;g on the Move as a Section. Each gun .. 
ner is required to fire two shots at each of 
three targets as directed by the section leader. 
One hit per target is required. Fuel tanks are 
emptied on the final target engaged. 

FM 20-33 

C-12 .. ·Qualification Firing 
a. Mechanized flamethrower gunners are ·di

.1 

vided into three classes, based on the follow-
ing qualification scores: 

84-110 ___________ Expert 
73- 83 _..;_ _________ First class 
160- 72 ___________ Second class 

b. Scoring is outlined as follows: 

( 1) Stationary firing: 
Possible score _________ ..,. 18 points 

(Two hits each target-
6 hits x 3) 

(2) Firing on the move individ
ually: 
Possible score __________ 30 p.oints 

(One hit per target-
6 hits x 5) 

( 3) Firing on the move as. a sec
tion: 
Possible score ---------- 62 points 

Each direct hit 
per target ______ 10 
(Two hits each 

. targ1et-6 hits x 10) 
Each rolling hit 

per target ______ 7 
(Two hits each tar
get-6 hits x 7) 

Credit for· fuel exhausted 
on final target _ _ _ _ 2 

Total credit ____ 110 points 

C-7 
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